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This study is an attempt to evaluate certain composition skills
1
at the intermediate grade level. McKee says
Any teacher at any educational level who has made even a
casual observation of pupil’s expression is well acquainted
with the lack of ability to organize.
This study sill attempt to discover
:
(1) the average achievement for each grade
(2) the range of scares for each grade
(3) if there is a step-up for each of the skills from grade to grade
(4) the relationship of the average time requii'ed to complete each
part of the test to the length of the test and the assumed
difficulty of the skill tested*
Research in the field revealed no meastire of composition skills
at the intermediate level. Therefore this study will attempt to evaluate
these skills as they are related to composition.
1. McKee, Paul, Language in the Elementary School , Houghton Mifflin
Company, Now York',' New York, 1939, p.l313.
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CHAPTER I “ Suiaraary of Research
Since this study is an attempt to build a test to evaluate certain
organization and classification skills, it was necessary to investigate
the classification and organization area as it is related to both composit-
ion and reading.
Two instruments for testing the ability to organize at the college
level were examined. The first is a part of the Cooperative English Test!
Test Bl, Form Q, Part III, This test employs the recognition technique.
Items which test the following skills are included:
(1) elimination of the irrelevant
(2) arranging ideas in the correct order for sentences
(3) arranging sentences in the right order for a paragraph
(4) arranging paragraphs in the right order for an essay
(5) outlining
2
Stalnaker reports concerning a test given to students in the Fresh-
man composition classes at the University of Chicago. This test attempted
to measiu:e
;
(1) the ability to recognize a suitable purpose for the paper
(2) the ability to separate irrelevant from relevant material
This test also used the recognition type item throughout. Ho adds
1. America.n Council on Education, Cooperative English Test
,
Single Booklet
Edition, (Higher Level), Form Q, Cooperative Test Service, New York, Now
York, 1940.
2. Stalnaker, J.M., "Testing the Ability to Organize”,English Journal,
(College Edition), XXII (September
, 1933), p.567.
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The validity of this examination cannot be established adequately
as no other reliable—to say nothing of valid—measin* e of organi-
zation ability has been developed. Because it is objective it has
a very high reader reliability, but its validity has been establish-
ed only by having each item approved as a legitimate measure of
organization ability by a group of competent critics, the English
instructors.
Findings shoT/ that the total scores did not correlate highly with intelli-
gence (r-21), and in general instructors found that the test gave a valid
measure of the ability of their students.
Several vriters have said that there is a need for a test of composit-
ion skills-- that is, a tost which evaluates skills other than capital-
ization, usage, and punctuation. Those witers each express the same core
idea of the need for a test of organization, which tests more than the re-
cognition of ideas in an organized pattern. The test shovild evaluate the
child’s ability to create that pattern from related ideas. Cook says: ^
Such instriuaents which analyze into their elements the thought
processes essential to the effective organization and present-
ation of ideas, give promise of becoming highly useful eval-
uation devices. Although they will meetuany of the criteria
of relative measxirement when their validity is established,
theii' great usefulness vdll probably be in evaluation as re-
lated to teaching. The objectives of composition will be
clarified for both teachers and pupils. It will be possible
with such instruments to make concrete to pupils other comp-
osition goals than those of spelling, punctuation, capitali-
zation, and usage.
2
McDowell and Anderson suggest a similar thought v/hen they say:
Not only is the organization of ideas one of the most important
abilities involved in silent reading comprehension but such
ability is a pre-requisite to effective oral and written
expression.
1. Forty-third Yearbook of the National Society f^" the Study of Education,
"Teaching Language in the Elementary Scliool", Put lie School ^blishing
'
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1945, p. 209.
2. McDowell, J.G. and Anderson, H.R. "Testing the Ability of Pupils to
Outline", School Reviev/, XIVI(January, 1938), p. 48.
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Further evidence is presented by Stalnaker -who says *
As one of the chief criticisms of the modern trend in the con-
struction of achievement tests is that the ability to organize
and to present coherently large units of subject matter is not
measured, attention may well be directed to the development of
tests v^ich measure this ability to organize for use in the
composition classes*
The reason such tests have not been devised may be attributed to the
2
fact that their construction is difficult* According to Cook
Objective tests have been designed to measure both the mechanical
and the non-mechanical elements of English composition* The
measurement of the non-mechanical element is much more difficult*
Relati-vely fe\v such instruments have been devised, and most of
these have been devised for use at the college level. There is
no reason v/hy these techniq.ues should not be adapted fcr use in
the lov;er schools.
The examination of available tests for use at the college level re-
vealed that these tests used the recognition techniques. Testing the re-
cognition of an organization pattern suggests the testing of the ability
to see the relationships of ideas given by a va*iter, but composition
ability seems to include also the skill of adjusting the relationships of
3
ideas to fit different situations. McKee says
It must be kept in mind that the ability to organize involves
several skills not required in first class comprehension.
Ife-ny m’iters agree that the ability to organize is essential to the
ability to vrite a good composition, even though there is no objective data
to support this belief. This thought is evidenced by statements such as
4
these: McKee in the Forty-third Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education.
1. Op. cit. p. 567*
2* Op. cit* p. 209.
3. IjtjKee. Paul,Beading and Literature in the Elementary School,EougJiton
Mifflin Co. YC>i*k%’ 'MeW YbfkT
4. Op. cit . p» 16
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Among items essential to speaking and -writing simply, clearly,
and exactly enough so that others can understand "what is
meant are
:
(1) choosing and using -words and groups of v/ords that say exactly wh.at
is meant*
(2) organization ideas so that each paragraph keeps to its topic
(3) ctt’ganizing ideas so that they ai*e told in the oi'der in "viiich
they happened or are to bo done.
(4) organizing into paragraphs ideas that should bo presented in
more than one paragraph
1
McClusky and Dolch
Training in ho-vv to distinguish the essential and the non-essen-
tial should be a part of teaching how to study, although perhaps
the chief systematic -work now done on it is in paragraph
analysis in English.
Though much has been -written about organization skills in both the
field of reading and of composition, research revealed no objecti-ve data
2
"vdiich determine v/hat should be included in these skills* McKee reports
in his book '* Reading and Literature in the Elementary School"
So far as the viriter has determined there are no objective in-
vestigations available -i«4iich have determined the specific
knov/ledges, skills, habits, and attitudes involved in the gen-
eral ability of organization*
Some vriters believe that the organization and classification skills
3
are related to the higher mental processes. Smith writes in the yearbook,
"Teaching Language in the Elementary School"
Growth in thinking is gro-wth in the process of ordering, relating,
and interpreting experience*
4
and also adds that
1* McClusky, F.D. and Dolch,E*W., "A Study Outline Test", School Reviev^yJOai
(December, 1924) p*769
2* Op* cit* p* 408*
3* Op* cit* p* 59*
4* Ibid* p* -,60*
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The various langxiage abilities have often been considered in relation]
1
to intelligence, Stalnalcer says
Ability in organization has been considered as a direct function,
on the one hand of native intelligence (ability to see logical
relationships) and on the other of knor^ledge of the particular
subject natter*
No objective data has been found which analyzes the mental processes
S
in organization or classification* Durrell states in the yearbook
Yfe do not yet knov>f precisely hov/ to analj'-ze the mental functions
underlying the selection, organization, or presentation of ideas*
In the study skills area in the field of reading, several writers
give attention to classification and organization as they are related to
comprehension, to outlining, and to retention*
There is much overlapping in the lists of study skills in reading
prepared by writers in the field. Several of the skills are listed by all
the writers* The lists given here cite only the organization skills listed,
and attempt to show the various skills included rather than the frequency
3
of the inclusion of a skill in the lists* Yoakum’s list includes the
following skills among those which the reading teacher should understand:
1* ability to recognize words in groups
2. ability to select the main thought
3* ability to outline
4* ability to siimmarize
5* ability to select facts for specific purposes
6* ability to use organization keys
7* ability to use ideas in original writing or speaking
1* Op* oit* p« 562.
2* Op. cit* p. 99.
3* Yoalaim,G.A."Bnprovement of Reading in the Middle Grades”,Bducation,
LVI (September , 1935 ) p . 16
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Goodykoontz presents the following lessons for developing the
ability to organize in reading.
1.
Analyzing what is read
A* Finding the principle ideas
B. Recognizing the relation of ideas to each other
C. Sythesizing the important ideas for use
In addition to the skills listed by Yoakum and Goodykoontz, McKee
2
added these three abilities:
1. The abiliiy to determine the main topic of material of more than
one paragraph in length
2. The ability to determine the main ideas in an extended selection
3. The ability to arrange ideas in proper order
3
Burkhart in determining the relative importance of many abilities
which educators believed to be significant submitted a questionnaire to
reading specialists. The abilities were to be ranked as highly important,
important, or unimportant. Findings of this study group all the major
reading abilities into eighteen groups, and ranks than from eighteen to one
in order of importance . The observational abilities such as attention,
comprehension, reproduction, and visual abilities are the only ones which
received ratings of greater importance than organization skills.
Since there is no evidence to shov/ the order of difficulty of organi-
zation skills in composition, sane relation may be seen by viewing the
order of difficulty of certain study skills in reading. Each of the study
1. Goodykoontz, Bess, "Teaching Pupils to Organize Vifhat They Read",
English Review, VII (April, 1930) p. 87-90.
2. Op. ext. p.2
3. Burkhart, N«H., "Analysis of Heading Abilities", Journal of Educational
Research, XXXVIIl(February, 1945*430-9.
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skills investisatecl required some organization ability,
the order o£ difficulty of six study skills in reading.
Inve St igat ing
Kenneally^ found
the following order of difficulty:
1* Finding minor ideas with major ideas supplied (skeleton outline)
2* Selection of the best summary
3. Retention of the order of ideas
4. Matching headlines and paragraphs
5. Finding major ideas vdth minor ideas supplied (idea line)
6. ViCriting original headlines
Many believe that outlining is a fundamental study skill and that
classification and organisation are basic to it* McDowell and Anderson
2
state
"Outlining is a fundamental study skill in any content subject".
3
Smith adds
tt
The outline sho^ild always be a means of ordering ideas and experience i.
4
Salisbury studied the effects of training in outlining, and says
that
The teaching of outlining as a tool of English implies more
than developing skill with mechanical symbols. There must be
skill in discriminating among ideas: independence, depend-
ence, and equality* Thei’e must be farailiarty with three
simple types of organization - logical, chronological, and
arbitrary. There must be repeated progress with the simple
devices of language which show progress from one idea to the
next*
6
McKee suggests that
The iinportant thing is to see that the child learns the value
of thinking before he begins to wite* This makes possible
the selection and arrangement of important items and promotes
clearness of expression*
1* Kenneally, K*G*,
R
elative Order Of Difficulty of Several Types of Study
Skills, Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston Univor sity,1939*
2. Op* cit* p*48.
3 • Op * c it * p • 63 •
4* Salisbury, Rachel, "Some Effects of Training in Out lining"English
Journal, XXIV(Fbbruary,1935) p.ll6.
5* Op* cit* p* 243*

If it is important that the child learn this ordering of ideas, "will
thei'o be a transfer of this skill to organizing ideas for use outside
1
the school? Salisbury studied the transfer effects of organization,
and revealed that
:
(1) training in the conscious use of outlining as a method of
study(as a learning skill)tshen taught through practise with
general materials, will transfer to specific study situations
and tend to improve mastery of content subjects*
(2) the mental skills involved in outlining and summarizing,
described herein as the processes of logical organization,
transfer to produce improvement in general thinking or reason-
ing ability, as tested by problems not related to spec ifio
school cxirriculum*
2
This study was conducted at the secondary level, but Smith believes
The processes are alike at all levels of development, but the
problems will vary in complexity with the age and experience
of the children*
Since so little research has been done in the area of organization
in composition, this study will attempt to evaluate certain of these
skills*
1* Salisbury, Rachel, "A Study of the Transfer Effects of Training in
Logical Organization", Journal of Educational Research, XXVIII (December
,
1943 )p. 254.
2* Op* cit* p* 60*
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CMTSa TWO
PIAN AND PROCEDURE FCR XKE STUDY

chapter II Plan and Procadtire for the Study
This study is an attempt to construct a test to measure certain
classification skills as they are related to composition at the inter-
mediate grade level*
1* Construction of the test
Since research revealed no studies to guide the selection of organi-
zation skills as they are related to composition, it was necessary to
determine a basis for the selection of the skills to be used* A survey
was made of available English textbooks, courses of study in English, as
well as the research in the reading field pertaining to organization. In-
formation from this survey combined with experience formed the basis for
the following complete list of skills:
1. Words
A. Classification
1* General
2* Specific
3* Selection of key words
B* Order
1. Rate
2* Intensity
3* Time sequence; thought sequence
C* Grouping
1* General
2* Specific
3* Elimination of the irrevelant
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II* phrases
A* Classification
1* General
2. Specific
3* Selection of the key phrase
B* Order
1* Rato
2. Intensity
3* Time sequence; thought sequence
C* Grouping
1* General
2. Specific
3. Grammatical usage, such as adverbial, adjective
III* Sentences
A* Classification
1* As to subject matter
2* As to structiire
3* Selection of the key sentence
B * Order
1. Subordination to key sentence
2* Time soquonoa
3* Thou^t sequence
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IV, Paragraphs
A, Classification
1. As to subject matter
2, As to structure
B* Order
1, Time sequence
2, Thought sequence
C . Grouping
1. Selection for a single story
2. Elimination of irrelevant paragraphs from a story
V. Outlining
A. Main idea
1. Selection of main idea
a. Arrangement of subordinate detail
(1) In order of time
(2) In order of importance
B, Selection of significant data
1. Picking out pertinent data
a* Organization of data
(1) Main idea
(2) Subordinating detail
An instrument testing all these skills would be too cumbersome,
certain ones which seemed to be the easiest were selected. The final
selection follows:
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I. Y/ords
A* Classifioation
1. General
2. Specific
B* Order
1* Hate
2. Intensity
3* Time sequence
C* Grouping
1. General
II* Sentences
A* Classification
1. As to subject matter
B* Order
1* Time sequence
III* Paragraphs
A* Classification
1* As to subject matter
B* Order
1* Time sequence
17. Outlining
A* Selection of the main idea
1* Selection of the subordinating details
The test is divided into nine parts* Each of the nine parts attempt
to test one or more of the skills selected*
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In order to control the vocabulary so that it would be within the
reading ability of the middle grades, the words were limited to the vocab-
1 2
ulary included in the Fitzgerald list, and the Hinsland list, grades
one through six. Both these lists were based on studies of children's
written vocabulary, in addition to this vocabulary control, provision
was made in the administering of the test for aiding the children in the
pronunciation of any difficult words, or in the identification of any
person named in the test.
The individual items were constructed around ideas believed to be
within the experience of children at the elementary level. Each item
attempts to test only the ability to classify or organize, rather than to
tost specific knowledge. In order that specific knowledge not be tested
3
a wide sampling of items was included. Stalnaker says
Any organization test to be of value to the English composition
instructor must test primarily neither intelligence nor spec-
ific subject matter, but whatever genei’al ability to organize
may exist apart from these two factors. Of course as the test
must bo c oncer nod with some subject, and deiaand the application
of intelligence, neither factor can be ruled out entirely; but
both can bo minimized.
The order of difficulty of the various classification and organi-
zation skills is not knov/n. The items in the test are arranged in order
1. Fitzgerald, J.A*, "The Vocabulary of Children's Letters Witten in Life
Outside the The School”, Elementary School Journal,XXXIV(January,1954)55&-7u.
2. Rinsland, D.A», A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 'Children, The
Macmillan Company, Now York, Nev/ York, 1945.
3.
Op. cit. p. 507
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of word, sentence, paragp?aph, and outline skills.
The first foxir parts of the test attempt to test the word skills,
parts V and VII test the sentence skills, and parts VI and VIII test the
paragraph skills, part IX tests the selected outline skills.
part I of the test is composed of two groups of items, the first re-
quiring the child to give a name for a group of related words, and the
second requiring him to arrange a group of related words in a definite
order. The first ten items are ccaapletion type items. A sample follov/s:
1. apple orange grape pears are .
The child is expected to write fruit in the blank.
The next five items present groups of words which e:q)ress varying
degrees of size, color, amount, intensity, and time sequonce. Each group
of words is within a given category, yet each one has a definite degree
within that category so that the relationship is evident. Items in this
group include colors, animals, adjectives, and days of the weak. Item
I is:
1. black purple yellow orange
The child is expected to arrange the words in either of these orders:
yellov; orange purple black
black purple orange yellow
Part II includes several lists of words each of "viftiioh is to be divided
into two groups and named. Thus those items require general classification
of words as well as giving a specific name for a group of related words*
In selecting the items for this part of the tost it was necessary that the
groups of v;ords fall v;ithin the same category, yet have two separate units
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to guide their division into groups. It v/as extremely important that no
false guides to divisions he in the items, such as the use of both lower
case and capital letters in the same item, or inclusion of items that could
be divided into any number of groups. In setting up the format of this
part of the test care was taJcen to allov^ the exact space needed for each
group. This was the only intended clue to the correct division that was
given. Item I in this part is:
1. Christmas Sunday Foiirth of July Thursday
Saturday Good Friday Thanksgivir^ priday
Group I Gbroup II
The child is expected to answer as follows:
Group I Holidays Group II Days of the week
Christmas Fourth of July Sunday Thta^sday
Good Friday Thanksgiving Saturday Friday
part III of the test includes lists of words to be divided into two
general groups. Each of these groups is then to be arranged in order of
either size, amount, rate of speed, or amount of heat. There are three
items in this test. Each was selected on the same basis as the items in
the second typo item of part I, and the items in part II. Item I in this
part of the test is:
1. cool cold summer winter
spring v/arm hot fall
m The child is expected to recognize that all these words are related to
weather, but that one group is seasons and the other is amounts of heat*
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The seasons could be arranged in any order that shor/ed the time sequence
relationship, that is any season could be used as the starting point but
those following must be in the correct time order • The words describing
varying degrees of heat could bo arranged as • cold, cool, warm, hot, or
hot, warm, cool, cold.
Part r/ includes lists of words to be divided into two groups* This
same list of words is to be divided into tv/o other groups, using a different
basis for their division. Item I is;
1, skiing hockey boating ice-skating
polo swimming basketball tennis
tobagganing football golf sunbathing
The child is expected to divide this group into winter sports and summer
sports. Then this same group may be divided into land sports and v/ater
sports.
Part V includes three groups of sentences to be arranged in order
of time sequence. There are six sentences in the first two items, one of
T/hich is given as the starting point. In each sentence there is one key
word "v^ich gives it a definite placement of ting) sequence within the group.
Each item had to have a time element as to story value so that the se-
quence would not be concerned with interpretation of paragraph meaning.
Item I is:
You have been asked to write a paragraph for the Science Paper.
This paragraph is about the life of a moth. In your reading you liave taken
the following notes about the life of a moth. How.,would you arrange the
sentences to make a good paragraph?
X A moth has a very interesting life
onr
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M The caterpillar spins a cocoon*
0 A beautiful moth comes out of the cocoon.
Y First it is an egg*
. Z The caterpillar sleeps for a long time in the cocoon*
U A tiny caterpillar cores out of the egg.
•write the letters to show the way the sentences should be
written to make a good paragraph.
X
The letters should be vo’itten in this order : Y, U, M, Z, 0*
Letters selected at random v;ere used to designate the sentences rather
than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or A, B, C, D, E, which suggest to the child a definite
ordered thought pattern* The sentence labeled X is given as the storting
point* The sentence labeled Y contains the T/ord first which places it
next in order. It also contains the "word egg 'which picks out the sentence
labeled TJ as next in order* Sentence U c ontains the v.'ord caterpillar
•which leads the child to sentence _Z and M * The child must select
from these sentences the one which tells that the caterpillar spins a
cocoon, as sentence Z tolls that the caterpillar aleeps in the cocoon*
Cut of the cocoon is the key to the placement of the next sentence.
part VI is constructed on the same plan as part V
,
using paragraphs
instead of sentences* There are three sets of paragraphs to be arranged
in the correct sequence* Thera is no starting point given* A blank is
marked in front of each paragraph on •which the child is to T/rite the
placement of the paragjraph. There is a phrase or word clue to show the
right order* A sample is giiven on the next page*
Part VII includes t'wo lists of sentences. Each list contains
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PART VI
You the editor of the school paper. These storic.s ir'Vio been riven
to you to print in the school p'’p-r. Aft^-r rcadinp the stories .you I'.nr:/ t!ie
paragraphs are not in the riaht order. Nui.ibur tlie p‘'.j:"^.ai''^,plis th't siicuid oc
fi '"at 1, the par'^araphs that should be ‘second 2, the paragraph th’t shou].d
be third 3
<
and the paragraph th'^’.t should be fourth k .
The Search For Gold
C"lifor'".ia Vv'e'^'.t ”;ild over this discovery. The story spread ].ike v\?ild
fire. A nan night bo poor today, and rich tonorrow. Everybody started
for the gold fields
<
Hr. Sutter sent his hired nan to see the goveivnor about the title to the
land. The hired nan told a fev; people about the gold. Hr. Sutter told
his friends.' LIr. Marshall told a few of his friends too. The secret -was
out I-
Janes A. Marshall found gold on Mr. Sutter's land. Mi. Sutter then
wanted the governor to give hin a title to a large anount of j.aiicH Ho did
not want to tell anyone about the gold until after the g jV'„ tk r gave hin
the title,.
It was several months before the eastern states learned abeut the gold.
There Tvas a wild rush for California. ILvoryonc was afraid the gold night
be gone before he got there.-
Adapted fron E. M. Tappan, ikierican Histor.y For Young Readers
pp.- il8-23
Houghton, H'ifflin Co. New York, N.Y., 1924
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PART VII
The sentences b^lov; about throe (iil'f orient oubj^cts. One sen-
tk^nce is nuiib^r^d 1. Nuiab^r all th^ sent'..nC'.;S that arc about the sane subject
as sentence 1, as 1 . One s^ntv^nce is nunbered 2. Kunb^-r all sentences that are
ab~ut the sane subject as sentence 2, as 2 . One sentence is nur.ibered 3»
Nu'.ibcr all the sentences that are about the sane subject as Sentence 3, 3 »•
1 Tnore are several o/ays to listen to the radio.
2 Do you kno\/ what you vr'.nt to read /h>^n y^u ro the library^
3 Th>-re are nany ivays to nakc pk.opl^ lik^ to t' Ik to you.
One of th^ best v;ays to be a good t-’lk^r is to be a pood listener.
Sone people know just vjhich proyrai th^iy v;ish to hc'^.r,
Sono listen in for a few seconds here, and a few sec:>nds th^re to decide.
Do you like to look at the pictures before you decide?
One of the best ways is t > have sxiethin^; to say,
Perhaps you are the one v;ho reads what soneone else says is pood.
Sone like to listen to certain proyra. is s tines and t'.ke wh' tever cones
in between.
You must bo interested in other people's conversation.
^’/hich kind of listener are you?
Perhaps you like to read th> thinys others say nat to read just to find
out why.
A pood talker tries to talk about things that interest other people,
The next tine you get a book to read stop to think why you arc reading it.
GO ON TO THE NEXT PeGE
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PART VIII
The b^lc j r.r^ '’.b .•ut three dirf'^r'^nt subjects. One
pere^rr.ph is nunbi-r^d 1, Nui.ib_,r ell th>^ per''.; rsphs thet ere eoout tuc snr..e
subj^..ct ss pern 'r'^.ph 1, 1 » Nui ibcr ell th^.- per uT'.phs 2 tn 't ere absut the
ser.i^ subject 'is percfreph 2. Nui.ibi^x’ th^ per .pre^ihs 3 th:,t ere eb.'ut the sene
subject es pererreph 3-
1 Nir'ht drivin;: cen be just es ploasent end sef..
Ide uust be e little norc vxide ev/eke end e little rijr.
is dey driving .
careful.
2 There 'ire r.eny kinds of Iccci.ietiveS. These enpiries ere sizeS
fron bin engines like the one uhich pulls the 3UPER CHIEF t.i the little
'nes th'it pull e cuiple of cars up the i.i 'unt .in side,
3 Since the war there ere many tr-iincd pilots. Sorie of these pilots
learned to fly fiphter pl.mcs. Some le-^.rn^d t) fly bonb^rs. S ne le''rned
to fly tr'^-nspert planes.
Host en'^incers feel that the en'-ine they operate is the best
enyine n the ’vorlJ. Snpineers are pr-''ud of the speed if their tr-’in.
They ere proud of the nur.iber of cars th.irs cen pull.
No natter h.)v; expert r;c nay be 's drivers, we 'I'.re apt t~^ f.'^ll into
habits of driviny that ''.re not really safe.
Each pil';t belieV d in his nvn plane. He learned hovi f .st it v.'ould
fo. He learned \vhat his pli’.ne c >uld do. He learn...! h e far it w uld fo
on an enpty tank.
Drivinr in <a fop is just a i.iatter of havin the 11 lits just ripht.
expeiienceu driv..rs often use th.. sp^tlipht t^ follow the e(,l e )f the
road, '."hen drivii j in f o,-, we not 'nly Iiave t) SeO but we h ‘ve t be
seen.
It donesn’ t natter t; an enpinee-r wh. th r he pulls freioht -or
passcn'’ers. He wants his train to be n tioic, .mi t ) do its vnmk well.
Enpinoers think it is just s E.iportant t .• d-licV'-r to pe''plc the thinps
they need as it is to tiansp.mt the pc /pl^ thonselves
.
Pilots learned t'-. love the sky. Ti'u.y learned the thrill of ridiny
in space. These r.ien had a "rcat feclin~ of '' Iv nturc every tine they
fleiv out into space.
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PnRT IX
You ore plonnin ’ to tolk otout h^<rsc3. rhcs>- o.r'^ th*.j subjocts
you will to.lk about
:
1. The earliest horseS in i\norica
2. Carriage horses
T. C'^rc of horseS
Ilia-'
_
work horses
5. A h >rsc sh >uld b^. fe /! three tir.iec a day
6. Gaddlc horses
7. A horse i.iust have a clean ploc^ t live
8. Kinds of .i )dorn horses
9. The earliest horses caeie froai Iisia
10. A horses hoofs should bo trLua^d once in a \diilo
11. The earliest hoosus di 1 not look like th^ hors.s t -.>',y
12. All the ..arlivi^st h-'rs^s in .Ira^rica died
Nov/ make an outline t o use vrhen y^u ^ivw thu talk. Use all the
subjects riven above. You do not neud ^ . v/rit^ the wh.<lc s>:.nt'.nce or
phrase. Just use the nundo r. ’.'rite the nuiOib-„r after the Ronan nun^ral
or lettei.
I. 1.
A.
B.
C.
II.
A.
B.
C.
III.
A.
B.
C.
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sentences about three different subjects. One sentence in the first group
tolling about one subject is numbered 1 • The child is to number all the
sentences about the same subject 1. One sentence about the second subject
is numbered 2 • All the sentences about this same subject are to be
bumbered 2 • One sentence about the third subject is numbered 3 • All
the sentences about this same subject are to be numbered 3 • The lead
sentences are given a nmaber to eliminate the generalization factor. Bach
of the sentences about one subject repeats a -word, phrase, or idea found in
the lead sentence. A sample is given on the page following Part VI.
Part VIII is similar to part VII except paragraphs are used instead
of sentences. The lead paragraph is mambered 1, 2, or 3, and each
saragraph to be given the corresponding number repeats a woi*d, pht'ase, or
idea planted in the lead paragraph. Item 1 will be found on the page
following part VII*
Part DC is a list of topics to be arranged in a simple outline re-
quiring only the selection of the main idea and three subordinating details
about each. Tho outline form is given, and includes the roman mineral and
one sun-topic. The first main idea is given, and the child is to select
tho three subordinating details and list them in any order under the main
topic. The other t7/o main ideas and each of the groups of details are to
be selected by tho child. No particular order for the main ideas or the
details is prescribed. Part IX v/ill be found aftei' the sample page of Part
VIII. “A complete copy of the test is in the appendix.
2. Experimental try-out of the test
The test was administered to fifteen children to find out the ap-
proximate time required for the tost, and to see if the directions were
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clearly and simply stated.
The children "were selected £ron the populations to which the test
was later to be given* Five children from the fourth, fifth, and sixth
g?:ades took the test at this tirae. These children were selected on the
basis of average achievement in the regular classroom work, as it was
not desirable to use either superior or slov/ children for this pui’pose*
At the beginning of the testing period, the children were told to
feel free to ask any questions concerning the directions, and to use as
much time as needed to complete each part of the test* Also the children
T/ere told to ask for the pronunciation or explanation of any word not
understood *
The average time required for each part of the tost follov/s :
Part I eleven minutes
II seventeen minutes
III thirteen minutes
IV thirty-seven minutes
V eleven minutes
VI ten minutes
VII thirteen minutes
VIII twelve minutes
IK ten minutes
The total time required for each part of the test varied from one hour
and fifty-two minutes to two hours and forty-three minutes*
The questions which the children asked included the identification
of persons named in the test, what to use as the starting point v/hen
arranging the words in order, and hov/ to spell certain words* The
children asked for the pronunciation of only a few v/ords*
From the information gained during this try-out the final plan for
the administration of the test was made*
3* Administration of the test
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The test vras given to children in three foxirth grades, three fifth
grades, and three sixth grades in the public schools in comunities near
Boston* These communities have varied types of populations. One fourth
grade, t"wo fifth grades, and three sixth grades fcom one school in the
first term took the test* Tv/o fom'th grades from different schools in the
second community took the test* One fifth grade from the third community
took the test*
The tests were administered by the regular classroom teachers. Each
teacher was given written directions for the administration of the test*
Each teacher was also told to pronounce any difficult words, to identify
any person named, and to explain the directions as many times as vfas
necessary. (A copy of the directions for administering the test will be
found in the appendix.)
The test was given in five sittings, one each day for five days*
The parts of the test v>rere given according to the follov/ing schedule!
Monday part I, II,
Tuesday rv. V
Y/ednesday VI
Thur sday VII
a* iday VIII, IX
The number of parts to be given was determined by the length of time re-
quired, as well as the relationship of the skills being tested. Parts
II and rv were given on different days because of their similarity*
Likevrise parts V and VI, and parts VII and VIII, were given on different
days*
4. Scoring the test
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It v;as decided to keep each of the parts of the test as a separate
unit when scaring the test, and not to express the scores in terms of an
overall total score* Thus each part of the test could have separate
scoring standards, even though similar parts of the test were assigned
similar scoring standards*
It was attempted to construct a purely objective test, but this
pxjrpose YfSLS not accomplished entirely* The second group of items of
parts I, III, V, VI, VII, VIII, a.nd DC can be scored on the basis
of a definite right or vjrong* A scaring key v;as made for each of these
parts, and no subjective judgment entered into the scaring.
For the first ten items of part I of the test, it v/as the general
classification which complicated the scoring* If only one word was to be
accepted as the correct answer, and all othors to be counted as incorrect
then the test was merely seeing if* the child expressed each generalization
in the same words as were selected for the scoring key* A list of several
possible correct answers for each item was compiled* Those correct
ansT/ers were selected on the basis of their relation to the one word that
vf&s considered the best answer* As an example, for the item
sY/imming boating skiing skating are
•
sports was the v/ord considered to be the best answer, but full credit
was given for exercise
,
recreation
,
ways to have fun* No credit was given
far leisure time* The items in the second part were counted as incorrect
if any one of the v/ards in the group was out of order* The item was
scored as correct if the viords Y;ere in the correct order, using either
extreme as the starting point* The same pattern did not need to be
followed throughout, as each item was considered separately* All of part I
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was givon a standard value of 1 so that the score for this part could he
escpressed as a single unit. The incorrect items were marked -1. The total
incorrect item v;ere subtracted from 15.
In part II the naming of the groups was considered as a separate skill
from the dividing of the words into groups. Therefore each of those v/as
assigned a separate scotre value of 2, and was considered independently in
the scoring. Thus it was possible to receive partial credit for the items
in this part. Since there were fotir words to be placed in each group, half
credit (1) was given if only three ccrroct v;ords were placed in each group.
It was possible to receive a total score of 8 on each item, or 32 for the
highest possible score. The total errors wore subtracted from 32.
In part III the dividing of the v/ords into groups, and the arranging
of the words in order v/ere considered as separate skills, and each was
assigned a separate score. Each item was given a total value of 4 • The
divisions were assigned the value of 2, each correct division received 1.
Each of the groups of words to be arranged in order was assigned a value of
1; if any one of the words was in the wrong order the arrangement v/as in-
correct. The total value of the errors was subtracted from 12.
Part P7 was scored in the same manner as part II. Each item in part
IV contains two units similar to a single item in part II. Thus each item
in part IV was assigned a total value of 16; the three items in part IV
gave a total possible score of 48, from which the total errors were sub-
traxted.
parts V and VI were scared according to an error deviation table,
set up to show the relative distance of the error from the correct answer.
Deviation table for item 1 of part V follow's ;
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Acoordirig to this table, if the ocrrect answer was given this answer was
in the zero (O) position. If the error was 1 position removed from the
correet answer in either direction, 1 v/as subtracted from the score. If
the answer given was Z positions removed from the correct answer, in either
direction, 2 was subtracted from the score. This same pattern v/as used to
complete the table to cover all error positions. The total value assigned
to an item equals the number of possible answers multiplied by 2. Part V
has 16 possible answers, therefore the highest possible score is 32. In
each case the total errors is subtracted from the highest possible score.
Parts VII and VIII can be scored in an objective manner as each
parag3?aph or sentence is numbered independently. For each paragraph and
sentence there is only one correct answer. Each item v/as assigned a value
of 1. Part VII has a possible score of 23, and part VIII has a possible
score of 13
.
In part IX each of the main ideas, and each of the groups of details
was assigned a value of 1. If any one of the details in a group is wrong,
the whole group is incorrect.
The total erroEr is subtracted from 5.
For each part of the test the test the raw score is equal to the tota}
sc ore •
error subtracted from the highest possible/ Thus each score is expressed
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in terms of corroct items. The score for each part is recorded on the
cover sheet.
A complete sccring key will be found in the appendix.
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Chapter III Analysis of the Data
This study is an attempt to build a test to evaluate certain composit-
ion skills at the intermediate grade level. The data were analyzed to find:
(1) the average achievement fctr each grade
(2) the range of scores for each grads
(3) if there is a step-up for each of the skills from grade to
grade
(4) the relationship of the average time required to complete
each part of the test to the length of the test and the
assvimed difficulty of the skills tested.
Since this test was given in three cornmunitios, the cases used in
the foxirth grades were not representative of the average school population.
All cases in the fourth grade with a reading grade above 6-0 on the lov/a
Basic Skills Comprehension Test (May, 1946), and a reading grade above
6-0 on the Ifetropolitan Achievement Test (October, 1946) were eliminated.
1. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Chicago, Illinois.
2. Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-On-Hudson, New York
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Table I shows the mean scores for each part of the test* These
mean scores are based on raw scores* The unlabeled rov/ of ntunbers rep-
resent the total possible scores* The nxambers in parenthesis show the
number of cases*
TABL3 I
MEAN SCORES
®. I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
4 10.42
(54)
11.74
(54)
4.88
(54)
13.33
(53)
13.28
(63)
12.91
(56)
17.69
(55)
9.46
(64)
1.46
(64)
5 11.67
(97)
15.09
(97)
5.96
(97)
16.17
(100)
20.92
(99)
13.57
(99)
17.00
(97)
9.17
(95)
1.44
(95)
6 12.23
(90)
18.70
_C90)
7.15
(90)
24.80
(90)
23.01
(90)
16.65
(89)
19.73
(89)
10.48
(89)
2.05
(89)
15 32 12 48 32 22 23 13 5
There is a progression in mean scores for each grade for every part
of the test except parts VII and IX* There is a step-up in mean scores
for every part of the test between grades five and six*
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Table II shows the range of scores for each of the grades for each
of the nine parts of the test. The lowest row of nvirabers show the
possible score.
TABLE II
RANGB OF SCORES
(E\ I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
4 4-15 0-30 0-12 0-39 0-32 3-22 0-23 0-13 0-5
5 6-15 0-32 0-12 0-46 0-32 0-22 0-23 0-13 0-5
6 4-15 0-32 0-12 0-48 0-32 0-22 0-23 0-13 0-5
15 32 12 48
—
32 22 23 13 5
The range of scores for each part of the test shov; very little
variance. In part I the scores in grades foxar and six have the same
range, while the range in grade five is smaller. This is the only part
of the test vdiich shov/ed no zero scores. For parts III, V, VI, VII, VIII
and IX, the scores ranged from zero to the highest possible score in all
three grades. Part II shows the same range in grades five and six, but
in the fourth grade there were no perfect scores. Part IV shows the
greatest range when viewed according to grade level, as the highest score
achieved shows a step-up from grade to grade.
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3PHBQUj3IIGY DISTRIBUTION BASED ON RAW SCCRSS
The tables pcresenting the frequency distribution based on raw scores
show the range, the uean, and the number of oases, as well as the fre-
quency distribution.
TABLE III
IHEQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR PART I
. NO. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 MEAN
4 54 1 0 1 2 7 9 8 8 6 7 4 1 10.42
5 97 0 0 1 2 4 6 12 13 27 13 13 6 11.87
6 90 1 0 1 2 2 3 8 15 13 14 14 17 12.29
The frequency distribution for part I is the only one which shov/s no
zero scores. For the fourth grade the highest frequency falls at 9. For
grade five the highest frequency falls at 12. For grade six the highest
frequency falls at 15, the highest possible score. There is a step-up
from grade to grade in the value of the raw score at vAiich the highest
frequency occtirs.
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Table IV shows the frequency distribution, for part II of the test
TABLS IV
PnEQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR MT IV
® . NO. 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-26 27-29 30-32 MEAN
4 54 11 6 7 1 9 5 4 3 5 0 3 11.74
6 97 5 5 12 9 15 13 13 8 7 2 7 15.09
6 90 8 5 7 3 9 9 9 7 8 4 21 18.70
The scores for part II for all three grades range fron 0 to 32.
For the fourth grade the highest frequency occurs at the interval from
0 to 2* The next highest frequency falls at the interval 12-14. For
the fifth grade the highest frequency falls at the interval 6-8. For the
sixth grade nine cases occur at the three intervals at the center of the
distribution. The highest frequency occurs at the interval 30-32, which
includes the highest possible score*
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Table Y shovirs the frequency distribution for part III of the test*
Ti\BL3 V
ffiSQUSNCY DISTRIBFTION FOR PART III
(Tv. NO* 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 MEAN
4 54 20 0 3 3 1 1 3 1 8 5 0 3 6 4.88
5 97 26 0 3 3 9 4 4 3 10 3 6 17 9 5.96
6 90 19 1 1 4 6 3 2 0 10 3 10 21 10 7.15
The frequency distribution for part III shows that the highest fre-
quency for grades four> ana five occur at the 0 score* Fcsr the sixth grade
the greatest frequency is at score 11, although the next highest frequency
occurs at the 0 score*
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Table VI shov/s the frequenoy distribution for* part IV
TAELS VI
IREQUEIJGY DISTRIBUTION FCB PART IV
®. NO. 0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 MEM
4 53 15 7 8 6 12 0 2 2 1 0 13.33
5 100 13 11 21 16 16 9 8 3 1 2 16.17
6 90 12 3 11 9 13 6 9 4 10 13 24.80
The frequency distribution for part IV shows that there are soma
oases at the interval 0-4, for each of the grades. For grades five and
six soma cases occur at the interval v/hich includes the highest possible
score. For grade four the highest frequency occtits from 0 to 4. For the
fiiM:h grade the highest frequency ocom*s at the interval 10-14. For the
sixth grade 13 cases occur at the intervals 20-24 and 45-49.
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Table VII shov/s the frequency distribution fcr part V*
TABD3 VII
TRi^QUSNCY DISTRIBUTION Fffi PART V
® * NO* 0-2 3-5 6-3 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-26 27-29 30-32 MEAN
4 53 10 5 1 4 5 7 5 7 4 1 4 13*28
5 98 6 3 4 4 5 8 10 10 24 10 14 20.92
6 90 4 2 2 1 6 1 15 9 14 8 28 23.01
The frequency distribution for part V shovs a definite progression
from grade to grade* At the fourth grade level, the highest frequency
occurs at the interval 0-2 . At the fifth grade level the highest fre-
*
quency occurs at the interval 24-26* At the si>rth grade level the highest
frequency falls at the interval including the highest possible score*
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Table VIII shov/s the frequency distribution for part VI
TABLE VIII
BP^QUENCY DISTRIBUTION FCR P/iRT VI
® • NO. 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 MEiffl
4 56 0 3 9 9 15 11 7 2 12.91
5 99 3 4 3 16 34 18 15 6 13.57
6 89 2 0 4 4 15 24 18 22 16.65
The highest frequency for grades foxir and five occur at the same
score interval 12-14. For the sixth grade the highest frequency occurs
at the interval 15-17. For the fourth grade the nunber of cases occurring
at each interval is fairly v;ell distributed with the greatest number of
cases falling near the center of the distribution. For the fifth grade
the greatest number of cases fall slightly above the center score point,
with relatively fevr cases falling in the top interval. For the sixth
grade the greatest number of cases occur in the upper half of the score
values.
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Table IX shows the frequency distribution for part VII
TABLB IX
BREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION KR PJiRT VII
CE • NO. 0-4 4-7 8-11 12-15 16-19 20-25 MEAN
4 55 1 5 2 4 15 28 17.69
5 97 1 7 8 6 20 55 17.00
6 89 1 5 1 0 16 66 19.73
The highest frequency for each grade occurs at the interval including
the highest possible score, and the nert highest frequency for each grade
occurs at the interval below.
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Table X shov;s the frequency distribution for part VIII.
TABLE X
EREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR Pi^T VIII
NO. 0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 IfflAN
4 54 2
1
'
1 3 4 12 16 16 9.46
5 95 4 5 3 10 26 22 35 9.17
6 89 2 1 2 5 14 22 43 10.48
At the fourth grade level the tv/o highest intervals have the same
number of cases which spreads the greatest number of cases from 10 to
13. For the fifth and sixth grades the highest frequency occurs at the
interval including the highest possible score*
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Table XI shov/s the frequency distribution for part IX.
TABLE XI
IREQTEITCY DISTRIBUTION FCR PART IX
® * NO* 0 1 2 3 4 5 i£b;iN
4 54 25 5 5 12 3 4 1.53
5 95 44 15 11 10 5 10 1.43
6 89 40 9 5 4 3 28 2*05
For all three grades the highest frequency occurs at the 0 score*
For each grade the number of 0 scores equals almost half the total number
of cases* Only at the sixth grade does the next highest frequency occur
at a high score value*
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These tables show the differences for part I of the tost between
grades four and five, and between grades five and six.
GR
TABLa XII
STBP-UP BB'Ti’raaN ®ADSS FOUR AND FIVBFCR PART I
NO. MEAN S.S.li. S.D. Diff. S.3.D. C. R.
4 54 10.42 .31 2.28
5 97 11.67 .20 1.97
1.25 •36 3.47
The mean score for grade five is 11.67 as compared with 10.42 for
grade four. The critical ratio of 3.47 shows this difference is statistic-
ally significant in favor of grade five.
TABLtiJ XIII
STBP-UP BSr^VBEN (SADBS FIVE AND SIX FOR PART I
C3R. NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D. Diff. S.E.D. C.R.
5 97 11.67 .20 1.97
6 90 12.23 .24 2.29
56 .31 1.80
The mean score for grade six is 12.23 as compared with 11.67 for the
fifth grade. The critical ratio of 1.80 shows this difference is not
statistically significant, but gives a .93 chance that there is a true
difference in favor of grade six.
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These tables shov/ the differences for Part II of the test betv/een
grades four and five, and between grades five and six.
TABI^ XIV
STEP-UP GERADSS FOUR AND FIVE F® Pi«T II
OR* NO* MEiAN S*E*M* S*D* Dxff* S*B*D* C*R*
4 54 11*74 1*07 8*74
5 97 15*09 *82 8*04
4*35 1*34 3.24
The mean score for grade five is 15*09 as compared with 11*74 for
the fourth grade* The critical ratio of 3*24 is statistically significant
in favor of grade five*
TABLE IV
STEP-UP BETWEEN ®iDES FFTB AND SIX F® PART II
ffi* NO* MEAN S.E.M* S.D* Diff. S*E*D* C*R*
5 97 15*09 .82 8.04
6 90
,
18*70 1.05 10.02
2.61 1.31 1.99
The mean score for grade six is 18*70 as oMipared with 15,09 for
the sixth grade* The critical ratio of 1*99 is not statistically sig-
nificant, but gives a *95 chance that there is a true difference in favor
of grade six*
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These tables show the difference for part III of the test between
grades fovu* and five, and between grades five and six.
TABL3 XYI
STEP-UP BSTV'raEN (BADSS FOUE AI'JD FIVE FCR P^T III
®. NO. MEAN S.S.M. S.D. Diff. S.S.D. C.H.
4 54 4.88 .61 4.51 1.08 .75 1.44
5 97 5.96 .45 4.44
The mean score for grade five is 5.96 as compared v/ith 4.88 for
the fourth grade. The critical ratio of 1.44 is not statistically sig-
nificant but gives a .95 chance that there is a true difference in favor
of grade five.
TABLE XVII
STEP-UP BET^^ffiEN GRADES FIVE AND SIX FCR PART III
OR. NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D. Diff. S.B.D. C«R.
5 97 5.96 .45 4.44
6 90 7.15 .47 4.49
1.19 65 1.84
The mean score for grade six is 7.15 as compared with 5.96 for grade
five. The critical ratio of 1.84 is not statistically significant, but
gives a .93 chance that there is a true difference in favor of grade six.
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These tables show the differences for part IV of the test between
grades foiir and five, and between grades five and six*
TABLE XVIII
STEP-UP BETYfEEW GRADES FOUR AND FIVE FCR PART IV
GR
'
NO. IfflAN S.E.M* S.D. Diff. S.E.D* C.R*
4 53 13.33 1.41 10.34
5 100 16.17 1.25 12.47
2.84 1.88 1.51
The mean score for grade five is 16*17 as compared v/ith 13.33 for
the fourth grade* The critical ratio of 1.51 is not statistically sig-
nificant, but gives a .87 chance that there is a true difference in favcsr
of grade fivo.
TABLE XIX
STEP-UP BETVrEEN GRADES FIVE AND SIX FOR PART IV
ffi * NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D.
5 100 16.17 1.25 12 .45
6 90 24.80 1.50 14.22
8.63 1.9J 4.42
The mean score for grade six is 24.80 as compared with 16*17 for
the fifth grade. The critical ratio of 4.42 is statistically significant
in favor of grade six.
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These tables shov/ the differences for part V of the test between
grades four and five, and between grades five and six*
TABLE XX
STEP-UP BET^ffiEN CKADES FOUR AND FIVE FOR PiiRT V
OR NO* MEAN S.E.M* S*D. Diff. S.E.D. C*R.
!
4 53 13*28 1.31 9*66 7.64 1*54 4*96
5 99 20*92 .82 8*14
mean for part five is 20*92 as compared vdth 13*28 for grade
e critical ratio of 4*96 is statistically significantly in f
five*
TABLE XXI
STEP-UP BSTT*\'EBN GRADES FIVE AND SIX FOR PART V
OR. NO* MEAN S *E *M* S*D* Diff. S*E*D * C *R *
1
‘ 5 99 20.92 *82 8*14 2.09 1.11 1.79
1
Li 90 23,01 .76 7*23
The mean for grade six is 23*01 as compared vrith 20*92 for the
fifth grade* The critical ratio of 1*79 is not statistically significant
but gives a *93 chance that there is a true difference in favor of grade
six.
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These tables shoav the difference for part VI of the test bet'«veen
grades four and fivo, and betv;een grades five and six*
TABLE XXII
STBP-UP BETl’fflEN GRADES FOUR AND FI^/E FOR PART VI
ffi. NO. MEAN S.E.M* S.D. -Diff. S.B.D. C.R.
56 12*91 *57 4*16
*66 *72 *93
99 13*57 *47 4*60
The mean score for grade five is 13*57, as compared with 12.91 for
the fourth grade* The critical ratio of *93 is not statistically sig-
nificant, but gives a *64 chance that there is a true difference in favor
of grade five*
TABLE XKIII
STEP-DP BETVrEEN ®AIES FIVE AI® SIX .I FCB PART VI
®. NO* KEAN S*B*M* S*D* Diff, S*E*D* C*R*
5 99 13*57 *47 4*60
6 89 16*65 *51 4*80
3*08 *69 4*46
The mean scoi’e for grade six is 16*65, as compared with 13*57 for
the fifth grade* The critical ratio of 4*46 is statistically significant
in favor* of grade six*
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These tables shov; the differences for part VII of the test betv/een
grades fotir and five, and between grades five and six.
TABLE XXIV
STEP-DP BETWEEN dRADES FOUR AND FIVE FCE PART VII
ffi. NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D. Diff. S.E.D. C.R*
4 55 17.69 .73 5.43
.69 .92 .96
5 97 17.00 .57 5.68
The mean scares far* grade five is 17.00 as compared with 17.69 for
the fourth grade. The critical ratio of .96 is not statistically sig-
nificant, but gives a .66 chance that there is a true difference in favor
of grade four.
TABLE XXV
STEP-UP BET\VEEN grades five AND SIX FOR PART VII
GR . NO. mean S.E.M. S*D.
5 97 17.00 .57 5.68
6 89 19.73 .51 4.81
2.73 .76 3.59
The mean score for grade six is 19.73, as compared vrith 17.00 for
the fifth grade. The critical ratio of 3.59 is statistically significant
in favor of grade six.
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These tables show the differences for part VIII of the tost between
grades fo\ir and five, and between grades five and six.
TABLB XXVI
STEP-UP BETWEEN (HADES FOIE AND FIVE FCR PAHT VIII
(2R. NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D. Diff. S.E.P. C.R.
9.46 .43 3.15
.29
5 95 9.17 .33 3.24
.54 .54
The moan score for grade five is 9.17, as compared with 9.46 for
the fifth grade. The critical ratio of .54 is not statistically signifi-
cant, but gives a *40 chance that there is a true difference in favor of
grade four
•
TABLE XXVII
STEP-UP BETVffiEN (HADES FIVE AND SIX FC3R PART VIII
(JR . NO. 14EAN S .E .M. S.D. Diff. S.E.D. C.R.
1
5 95 9.17 .33 3.24 1.31 .43 3.04
89 10.48 .28 2.75
The mean score for grade six is 10.48, as compared with 9.17 for
the fifth grade. The critical ratio of 3.(D4 is statistically significant
in favor of grade six.
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Those tables show the differences for part IX betv/een grades four
5Z.
and five, and between grades five and six.
TABLa XXVIII
STaP-bP BBTIffiBN GRADES FOIE AND FIVa FCH PART IX
©. NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D. Diff. S.E.D. C.R.
4 54 1.46 .22 1.61
5 95 1.44 .17 1.71
.02 .27 .07
The mean score for grade five is 1.44, as compared with 1.46 for
grade four. The critical ratio of .07 is not statistically significant,
but gives a .05 chance that there is a true difference in favor of grade
foxrr.
TABIZ XXIV
STEP-UP BETI7EEN GRADES FIVE AND SIX F® PART IX
ffi. NO. MEAN S.E.M. S.D. Diff. S.E.D. G.R.
5 95 1.44 .17 1.71
6 89 2.05 .23 2.19
.51 .28 1.82
The moan score for grade six is 2.05, as compared with 1.44 for
the fifth grade. The critical ratio of 1.82 is not statistically signi-
ficance, but gives a .93 chance that there is a true difference in favor
of grade six.
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The folloi?ing table shov/s the approximate time required to complete
each part of tho test for each of the grades*
TABI£ XXX
AMOUl'JT OF TIMH) REQUIRED FOR EACH PART OF THE TEST
ffl . I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX TOTAL
4 17 20 30 40 37 10
1
11 12 15 192
5 20 21 23 35 23 6 7 8 16 159
6 15 17 21 30 20 5 5 7 12 132
Except for parts I, II, and IX, the fourth grade required more time
to complete the parts of the best than the fifth grade* The fifth grade
required more time to complete each part of the test than did the sixth
grade. The time reported after giving the tests were approximate times,
and included the reading of the directions. Therefore the averages
computed for this table are based on approximate time. The time is ex-
pressed in minutes*
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Chapter IV Suranary and Conclusions
This study is an attempt to construct a test to evaluate certain
classification skills and organization skills as they are related to
ccmposition* .The test includes certain skills selected' from ’a list de-
vised after surveying textbooks and courses of study in English, and re-
viewing the study skills in reading.. The test was administered to three
sixth grades, three fifth grades, and three fourth grades*
(1) to find the average achievement for each grade
(2) to find the range of scores for each grade
(5) to see if there is a step-up for each of the skills from grade
to grade
(4) to see the relationship of the average time required to complete
each part of the test to the length of the test, to the assuned
difficulty of the skill tested.
The analysis of the data showed that;
(1) there is a step-up in mean scores from grade four to grade five
for the following skills*
(a) naming groups of related words
(b) arranging groups of words in order
(c) dividing lists of words into two groups, and naming the groups
(d) dividing lists of words into two groups, and naming the groupsj
dividing this same group of words into two other groups and naming
the groups.
(e) arranging sentences in order of time sequence
(f) arranging paragraphs in order of time sequence
(g) selecting paragraphs about the same topic
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(2)
thera is a step-up in mean scores from grade five to grade six
for the skills listed above, and
(a) dividing lists of words into two groxips, and arranging each group
of words in order.
(b) selecting sentences about the same topic
(c) making a simple outline
(3) the frequency distribution for each part of the test shows a variance
in the occurrence of the greatest nurjiber of cases at certain score in-
tervals. Generally, there is a progression in the location of the score
interval at which the greatest number of cases occur.
(4) thera is a statistically significant step-up between grades four and
five for the follomng skills:
(a) naming of groups of related words
(b) an*anging groups of words in order
(c) arranging sertences in order of time sequence
(5) there is a statistically significant step-up between grades five and
six for the following skills:
(a) dividing lists of words into two groups, and naming each groiip;
dividing that same list of words into two other groups and
naming each group.
(b) arranging paragraphs in ordei* of time sequence
(c) selecting sentences about the same topic
(d) selecting paragraphs about the same topic
(S) there is no statistically significance step-up between grade levels for
these skills:
(a) dividing of words into groups, and arranging each group in order
(b) making a simple outline
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(7) the avecrage total time required to complete the test decreased as
the grade level increased
(8) the part of the test believed to be' the most difficult (part IV)
required the longest time in all the grades
(9) the longest parts of the test did not require always the longest
time to complete. Parts IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII were all tv/o pages in
length, but parts IV and V required a relatively long time in comparison
to parts VI, VII, and VIII*
The following conclusion may be made:
(1) There is a need for the teaching of simple outlining in the
middle grades
(2) There is not a high proficiency in ar^r of the skills at any
g^’ade level when the mean scores are considered
(3) On every part of the test there are some perfect scores which
might imply that some proficiency in that skill should be found at this
leve 1
.
(4) On every part of theltest except part I there are some zero
scores which may be interpreted to mean that some children do not possess
the skill to any degree, or do not knov; how to attack the problem.
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problems for Further Research
1. Y/hat is the relative order of the difficulty of the organization
skills?
2* IWhich tj^e items have the greatest pot'/er to discriminate batv^een
the varying degrees of proficiency in the skills?
3* Ylhat is the correlation between each of the organization skills
and intelligence?
4* Is it possible to teach the organization and classification skills?
5. Hov/ much ccrrelation is there between organization in reading
comprehension and organization in composition?
6. In teaching, at what grade level should each of the skills be
placed?
7. The construction of a test to evaluate the skills not used as a
part of this study.
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APPSI€)IX
I
L/
lJERCISES IN C0i-:?0JITI0N
piFIL'.S NAI.E
Tiast) (firstT
AGE BOY OR GIRL
ryGars")
GiL\DE
SCORE
PART I.
II.
III.
_
ly.
V.
VI.
VII.
__
VIII.
_
IX.
c.
GOI'.TOSITION'
G •
L.
I
I
r^ ..
I
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V .
FART I
V/rite in the blank the word or words that names the whole ^ronp of vrords.
1. apple orange grape pears are
2# swimming boating skiing skating are
3, aeroplanes boats trains cars are
4, Europe Africa Asia
_
Australia are
r^>bdns ' bluebirds Cc^naries crows are
dogs cats bears rabbits are
7. pen paper pencil ink are
8. yellow blue orange red are
9. St. Louis Chicago Miami San Diego are
10 France England Rusia United States are
Each group of words below can be arranged in order of size, amount, rate of speed,
amount of heat, from lightest to darkest, or from first to last. Arrange these
groups of words in order,
1. black purple yellow orange
2, beautiful ugly attractive homely
3, elepban-t rabbit dog horse
4. Thursday Friday Monday Saturday
5. calm happy sad delighted
I>
c
c
.
/•#***
The words below really belong in two groups. Divide them
into two groups. Namt2 each group.
SAL'IPLE: apples bananas cabbage turnips
peas beans onions oranges
grapefruit grapes potatoes pv^ars
Group I Fruit Group II Veget ,bles
apples bo.nanas cabb-ge turnips
n^ars oranges peas beans
grapefruit grapes onions potatoes
Divide these words into tvjo groups ond none group,
1. Chris tnas Sunday Fourth of July Thursday
Saturday Good Friday Thanksgiving Friday
Group I Group II
2. calf
dog
sheep
puppy
bunny
chick
hen
cov;
Group I Group II
Oklahoma Kansas Chicago Utah
Detroit Denver Virginia St, Louis
Group I Group II
A-. New York
Vermont
North Dakota I'aine
Nev/i'>.xico Alabama
Group I Group II
Florida
Texas
I
The words below can be divided into two p-oups. group can be arranged in
order of size, amount, rate of speoa, or amount of heat. Divide the words into
groups and a-rrange thb groups in order.
SAMPLE
quart barrel yard gallon
inch foot pint mile
pint quart gallon barrel
inch foot yard mile
1. cool
spring
cold
warm
summer winter
hot fall
2. bean squirrel walnut
orange donkey elephant
dog
coconut
3. kindergarten small college
tiny
large
grade school high school raedi'jm
(C'
I
/
PART IV.
The words below may be grouped in two different -ways-
SALffLE: pine tree fish cat maple tree
rose bear oak tree whale
It
owl dog seaweeds
Group I. Plants Group II, Animals
pine tree fish
maple tree cat
rose dog
seaweed bear
oak tree whale
These same words may be grouped in this way.
Group I Things^ that, live in water
seaweeds
fish
whales
Group II Things that live on land
pine tree
maple tree
rose
beai*
cat
dog
oak tree
Arrange these words into two groups.
skiing hockey boating ice-skating
polo swimming basketball tennis
tobaggoning football golf sunbathing
Group I. GroupII.
^Now arrange that same group of vrards another way.
Group I
.
Group II.
/y
>•
2 . George Washington CoximnnsChrD stopher
Alice in V/onderland Florence Fi,ptingalo
Mother Goose Jack in the Beanstalk
i^-roi’p I.
;
Group
I'inno chj o
II.
Now arrange this same group of v/ords into two other groups.
Group I. Group II.
3. cowboy nurse aunt kindergarten teacheie
sister uncle engineer brother
Group I Group II.
Nov. arrange this sane group' of v;ords iiito two ocher grcuos.
Group I. Group IT,
/\
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PART V
You have been asked to wite a para^^raph for the Scii^ncc Pap.u Tuxs
paragraph is about the life of a noth. In your r^/.ding you ’Arot'^ I'h.o
following notes about the life oi a noth* How would you ar-‘"’ngc the s-^nti.;nces
to nake a good p-^ragraph?
X A noth really has a very iitc'^esting life.
M The caterpillar f^pina a cocoon.
0 A beautiful noth cones out of the cocoon,
Y First it is an egg.
Z The caterpillar sleeps for a long tine in the cocoon.
U A tiny caterpillar cones out of the egg.
Now write the letters to show the way the sentiences should be written
written to xiakc a good paragraph*
X
You have won a contest, Thi. prize is a trip to Vfashingten, You are
going to toll the class about this trip. Ho;v would you arrange the suntonccs
to tell about the trip?
Y I bought ny ticket, packed ny bag, and was all r^-ady when the big day
arrived,
X I was certainly surprisc-.d when I heard I had won thi^ trip to 'Jashington,
U litien I\ cane hone, I told evv^ryone they should t'’k^. a trip to n, shington,
Z I spent the first day seeing the capitol,
C The last day in Washington v>re v;ent to the ''/hitc House,
All the way on the train I kept thinking of the things I xvould see.
^'Jrite the letters to show the v/ay the sentences should go.
GO ON TO THE NEXT P.\GE
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PART V (cont'd)
You hove boon to visit a c^ndy kitch^-o You .rtchod oriu c'^ndy
being node and packed into boxes. Below are sorae s^^ntenccs vihich tell what
you saw. Hc^ would you arrange then to tell how the c^.ndy was nade?
X The candy was cooked for exactly tivelvo niaut^s .'it exactly the right
t craper ture.
Y Th^j cooled candy was dipped in chocolate.
_
Big nacnines packed the candy in box^si
Z The railk was add^^d to thL, sugar nixturo.
C All the riat^rirls v;eiw v/eighed ;;nd put in big pans.
I ’/hen the candy finished cooking, it was left to cool.
F The sugar, salt, :,nd cocoa weru nixed together.
h’rit^ th*. l.tt^rs in th^ right order to tell how the candy rvas nade.
C
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PART VI
You OTw the editor of the school paper. These stori es Iv'.vo Oeen riveri
to you to print in the school p‘'.p^r. After rtridinp tlie stories you I-sno.'/ >^..e
p'^.r^.yra.phs are not in the rirht ord.cr. Nur.iber the p'’.i"^,2i‘api'is th't sliculc. be
f: '^st the parar^raphs that should be second 2, tin par.'iyraph tli t shuuD.d
be third 3 , and the paragraph th'^.t should be fourth 4 .
Th^ Search For Gold
_
C'^lifor’^ia ijent vdld over this discovery. The story spr-.ad like wild
fire. A nan night bo poo.-^ today, and rich tonorrow. everybody st-'.rte 1
for the goli fields.,
ft
Mr, Sutter Sent his hired nan to see the governor about the title to the
land. The hired nan told a fevj people about the gold. Hr. Sutter uolJ
his friends. ITr. Ilarshall told a few of his friends too. The secret w.as
out I
Janes A. Ilarshall found gold on Hr. Sutter's lan1. ;Ii . Sutter then
%
wanted the governor to give hii'. a title to a large a. rount of ].''..uk he did
not want to toll anyone about the gold until after the gove.ai:. r gave hin
the title.
/
It was several nonths before the eastern states learned ab,.ut the gold.
Tl'.ere was a wild rush for Calif ernia. Everyone vns afraio, the gold night
be gone before he got there.
Adapted fi'on E. M. Tappan, i\neri can History For Younr Readers
pp. il8-23
Houghton, Hifflin Co. New York, N.Y., 1924
GO ON TO THE NEXT R\GE

PART VI (cont'd)
70
Number the paragraphs ^.n this story 1^ 2, 2>, 4, to shov/ the right ordert
Johnnie
IJhon Johnnie went to school he ha^ to stay in the city with his uncle* This
|)was a new experience for a coiuntry boy* Never before had he had boys and girls
to play withk Never* before had he seen so many strange things*
^I'/hen he joined the American Army he hoped to see General Washington* Believe
it dr not Johnnie was with him at Valley Forge* Johnnie then ’wished for his
country hone.
Johnnie was a little boy who lived in this land before it became the United
States of America* V/hen he was a tiny boy his family moved into western New
York* He learned about the woods animals and the Indians*
%
Number the paragraphs in this story 1, 2, 3, U, to shovi the right order.
Camping
^Even the work at camp doesn’t seem like real work* The sticl:s must be driven
for the tent ropes. The wood must be gathered* The fireplace must be built. The
first days are busy ones*
Within a few days there is a system for the camp work. Then you have time
to fish, to hike, to sleep in the sun* Just a week of camping makes you wish
you could live out of doors all summer*
It is lots of fun to go camping, There arc-r-iany things to think about before
going. You must make a careful check to sec if you have everything you need. ViTnen
you get to camp it is too late to find out that you have left something at ho:.ie.
^It is hard to get used to the city living again* You remember the cool
mountain air. You remember having tLme to do the things you want to do. Staying
at home is the hardest job of all*
I\
1
7 /
/ PART VII
The Sentences below nre about throe difforont eul^ijects •, One sen-
tence is nuiabered 1. Nui.iber all the sentences that arc r.bout the sane subject
as sentence 1, as 1 . One sentence is noL '.bored 2. Kuaber all sentences that arc
ab'ut the sane subject as sentence 2
,
as 2 . One sentence is nur.ibered 3.
Nunber all the sentences that are about the sane subject as Sentence 3
, _3_«
1 There are several ways to listen to the radio.
2 Do you know what you vr.nt to read /heii y:u no the library^
3 'T'hero are r.nny \;ays to nakc people like to t'.lk to you.
One of the best v;ays to be a rood t‘’lker is to be a yood listener.
.
Sone people know just -w'hich proyrni they v/ish to hc'^r.
,
Sone listen in for a fev; seconds here, and a fev; seconds there to decide.
Do you like to look at the pictures before you Jecid.,?
One of the best ways is to have s v.iethin;: to say.
Perhaps you are the one v;ho reads wh'.'.t soneone else says is pood.
Sone like to listen to certain pro; r'lns s v.ie tines and take i/lr tever cones
in between.
You nust bo interested in other people's conversati :>n.
"Thich kind of listener ''.re you?
Perhaps you like to read the thinps 'thers say n;it to road just to find
out why*
A rood talker trios to talk about things that interest other people,
The next tine you get a book to read stop to think why you are reading it.
/ ,
GO ON TO THE NEXT R>GE
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Nuribor those sentences 1, 2, 3, just \s you did for the
question bi„forc.
Every jne in tovm will cone to see Bcllcvui, Hiyh ploy this year.
Ice-ska tin;' is one of the aost thrilling wint..r sp.,rts,
l.iountain cliubinq is lots of fun.
You c t the feeliny of falling' when you try out a f ^oth^ld in the rocks.
It is a wonderful feeliny to ijlide over the icc.
You '".re noro deterained to ,q„t to the top -"fter you slide b.'.clc.'/ards 'lown
-the hill.
It is always the biy;_,est faiae of the year.
Danciny on ice t:'.kos nuch practise.
The cheerleaders will k^ep the crowds excited.
It is auch easier if there is a biy rock or tree to hoi I to.
One Must be careful not to fall on the hard cold ic^.
The druas will beat ond the ovhistles will s .und when th. t-waas c ae out
on the floor.
You can look down ' t the sc^n^ry aft..r you reach the t ;p.
If you have never been icc-skatin,' ym sh)ull try it sonet.o.ic.

PART VIII
7 ,.-:
The pararrnphs bv,lov/ r.rv, '’.bjut thr^-o subji^cts. One
p:\rarrr.ph is nvr.ibor'^d 1. NuiVocr all th>„ par"; r^.phs th-t are about tho sar.e
subject as paragraph 1, 1 . Nuriber all thv^ par''' r ,phs 2 th .t are ab ,;ut the
san>>, subject 'is paragraph 2. Nui.ibur th^ par praphs 3 th..t ar<- about th^- sane
subject as paragraph 3«
1 Nieht drivin, • can be just as plca.<^Srit and saf ^ as day drivinp.
,'c Must bu a little r.iorc wide awaku and a little noro careful,
2 Th^re 'ire Many kinds of loconotivi^s. Those enpines are sizos
fron bip on"incs like tho one wiiich pulls the SUPER CHIEF to the little
^nes that pull a couple of cars up the i.i 'unt in side.
3 Since the war thore arc many tr’iincd pilots. Sorio '•f these pilots
learned to fly fighter pl .nes. Sunc learned t) fly bonbors. S i.ie le''rncd
to fly tr-^nsport planes.
Host en.^'ineors feel that the engine th^^y operate is the b^st
cni^ine ,n thu ivorlJ. Enpin>..crs are pr^ud of the sp>-ed of th^ir tr-\ln.
They dre proud of the nunber of cars th-irs can pull.
No natter hov; expert wc nay be ’s drivers, xvc ar^^ apt to fall into
habits of drivinp that ''ro n'>t really safe.
Each pilot buli^v d in his nvn plane. He l^arn^d hov: fast it would
po. Ho learned what his pl.'ine c )ulti do< He- l^arn- .1 ho' far it w uld po
on an enpty tank.
Drivinp in a fo'- is just a i.j.attcr _f havin ' th.. ii hts just ripht.
experiv^nced driv..rs ofti-n use tho sp otli.-ht t" foll:o\/ thu od e. of the
road. 'Tien drivinp in f w'^ wc not >nly hav^ to s^e but we h '-vo t bo
seen.
It doesn't i.p.tt^r to an ^npineer v;h.,th. r h^ pulls fr^ji''ht or
passon'^urs. He wants his train to bu ;n ti.ac, ,nd to do its work w^ll.
Enpineers think it is just s l.i;:>rtant t • d-licv^r to po-pole the thinps
they need as it is to t-'"nsp.:rt tho pe ;pl., thcns^^lV'^s ,
Pilots learned t~ 1 the sky. Th^.y luarn^^d th^ thrill -)f rilinp
in space. Th^se non had a "rent foclin;- of .Iv.nturc overy tE ic they
flew )ut into sp'^ce.
*
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P.\RT VIII (cmt'd)
Nur.ibcr
the ones in
thuSG p' rnfrnphs 1, 2,
the bef ire.
3, in th^ snne vay th t you tiid
Did y^u cv^r stop to think hov/ s :r.ie thlnys wcr^ invcnt>^J? The
first Machine v/as pr:-bably a lop r illin'" do''.vn a hill. A nan f .und vut
hau us<-ful sMiuthin;: r lund could be.
’To can find out :: rroat n ny thinps th t h ppcnv.d before th-^rc
v/cre any rnn -n the ^arth. There are stories written in the I’.yers of
the earth.
3 It is V ^ry int^rv^stin' to see hov; different 'p-^ ;^)1^ h''.vc explained
our ^arth. 3 ne b<^lievcd it to b>, fl.it and scu'^.rc. Ihst poo'plo have
tried ti understand about the sun, thv. n n, an’i the stars. Sorac
believed it to b^ thv. cent-r of the v/orld.
The early E'-ypti'-ns really stu"'iod the st ,rs. They know norc about
then th'in any of the early people. Y^t they hrl s me stranpc beliefs
about the stars and their ynls.
A nan accidently lifted a rock with a stick. It was s"' ^asy th't
he tried it '^y^in.. At th t ninutc the first levcr was invented.
The rocks tell us about the tir.ie when v;ater c .-v r-rl the c'’.rth. They
tell us v/here the laciers .ero.i The neks '•.Iso tell us odoen these thinys
happened,
The early Greeks explained the risin '^.n 1 the Settiny f the sun
by haviny a sun "•jd. This rod o;as supposed to ride across the sky eVery
day in a carriaye of fire. The Greeks th ’U^ht they had an cred the sun
rod if the day vjas cl udy«
The coal tells us about the pl'onts th'.t were jn the earth rdlli ns
of ye-^.rs apo. ,/e can find fish b nes ii.iprint^d in the coal. This tells
us th'it these plants •vvere once in water.
A floatin'" lop in a riv^r was the first boat. Maybe a nan held
to a lop and f ound it was easier to swin. why should he swh.i at all? He
could just ride the lop d.own the river.
Sven in Colanbus ' day nost people th'uyht the I'/orld was flat and
square. Everyone thiu'-ht that C olunbus would just fall off the edpe .of
the world. Those who sai l the earth v/as round v;ere beli-vcd to be crazy.
V‘f
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7R\?.T IX
You ore plonnin " to tolk obDut h)rsw 55 .
you will t-^.lk about:
TheSk. ar<^ tho subjects
\
1. The t.nrliost hors^^s xn i\r,ierica
2. Carrie ye h ;rsos
3. Care of li^rses
/
h. Bif work horses
5 . A h)rso shnill be fol three tines a day
6 . Saddle horses ^
7 . A horse i.iust have a clo'’.n pi ;Ce t live
8 . Kinds of :.i )dcrn h 'irses
9 . Tho earliest horses cane fror.i Asia
10 . .1 horses hoofs sh ulel be tri-ned once in a while
11 * The earliest hoiSeS di I not look like the horseS today
12 . All the earliest h:rses in .laieric'. lied
Nov/ make an outline to use when y''U '•ive the t' Ik* Use all the
subjects riven above. You do not need to writ... the whole Sentence or
phrase. Just use the nuiiber. ' rit.. the nui-;b-.r after the Rnnan nur.ieral
or letter,
I. 1 .
A.
B.
C.
II.
A
•
B.
C.
III.
A.
B.
C.
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7ADMINISTRATION OP THE TEST
It is believed that organization and classification skills are re-
quired to "write good composition. It is hoped that these exercises will
test objectively organization skills. The scores from the various parts
of the tests will be correlated with the compositions vjritten by the
children.
Since approximately three hundred will be used in this study it is
desired that the tests be administered under standardized conditions. There
is no time limit to be used, as each child should be allovJed to finish.
Spelling will not be considered when the papers are scored. This is not
a reading test and aid may be given in the pronunciation of words. The
exercises should be presented in the follov;ing order;
1st day Part I, II, III
2nd day Part IV, V
3rd day Part VI
4th day Part VII
5th day Part VIII, IX
The examiner should read the directions given with each part of the
test and work the sajuples vjith the children.
There are several typing errors in the test> In part I, question
10, the third word is Russia. In part IV, the directions should include
Name each group. At the bottom of the first page of part IV and VIII, the
direction to go on to the next page has been omitted.
The children should write xiame, age, sex, and grade on the cover
sheet. If any child is absent he should be allo’wed to do the parts of the
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test he missed, or his ahsenoe should he recorded on the test. Otherwise
the part of the test will be scored as incorrect.
Detailed Instructions
First day pai’ts I, II, m
PART I Aftei’ the children have opened the booklets to part I, the
examiner says, ''Let us read the directions together. (Examiner reads the
directions aloud) Y/e could use for an example, chair, desk, bookcase, and
table are furniture. Read each of the groups of words and -virrito the name
of the group in the blank. Ylhen you have finished, put your pencil on the
desk. Ai’Q there any questions? Now you may begin". YYhen the children
have completed the first ten items, the teacher says, "Let us read the
directions together. We could use for an example, speedy, slow, fast,
moderate. If we put them on order they would be — slow, moderate, fast,
speedy. Now arrange these words in order. Write the words in the blanks.
\7hen you have finished put your pencil on the desk. Are there any
questions?
PART II Teacher says "Turn the page. Look to see if it says Part II
at the top of the page. Let us road the directions together. (Read the
directions aloud) Nov; let us look at the sample, (read sample) The words
below cannot bo divided into fruits and vegetables, but they can be
divided into two groups. Divide them into groiips and name each group. YYden
you have finished put your pencil on the desk. Do you wish to ask any
que stions?"
PART III Teacher says "Tui'n the page. Look to see if it says part III
Let us read the directions together. Now let’s read the sample. (Teacher
l)
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reads the sample aloud) Read the groups of words, divide them into groups
I
and arrange the groups in order. When you have finished, close your
booklet. Do you wish to ask any questions? |!
Second Day Parts IV, V
PART IV Teacher says, “Open your booklet to the page that says Part T7 i
at the top. Let us read the directions. Now let's read the sample
(teacher reads the sample aloud) Arrange the words below in the same way.
Then go on to the next page. When you have finished, put your pencil on
the desk. Do you wish to ask any questions? ,
PART V The teacher says, “Turn the page. Look to see if the page says
s
Part V at the top. Let us read the directions together. (Teacher reads
the directions aloud. For the other questions the teacher may .read the :t
introductory paragraphs if the children ask.) Yirite the letters on the
blanics to show the way the sentences should go. When you have finished
this page go on to the next page. When you have finished both pages of
part V, close your booklet. ii
Third Day Part VI i
The teacher says, “Open your booklet to the page that says Part VI
at the top of the page. Let us read the directions together. ( read
'
directions aloud) Write the numbers on the lines in front of the para-
graphs. When you finish this page, go on to the next page. When you n
have finished both pages close your booklet.
Fourth Day Part VII
The teacher says, "Open your booklet to the page that says Part VII
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at the top of the page. Let us read the directions together, (read the
directions) YJrite the numbers on the blanks in front of the sentences,
^'^en you finish this page go on to the next page. When you have finished
both pages close your booklet#
Fifth Day parts VIII, DC
PiRT VIII The teacher says, "Open yo\ir booklet to the page than says
part VIII* Let us road the directions together, (read the directions)
Write the numbers on the blanks in front of the paragraphs. Y/hen you
finish this page and the next page, put your pencil on the desk# Do
you wish to ask any questions?
PART IX The teacher says, "Turn the page. Look to see if Part IX is
written at the top of the page. Let us read the directions together,
(read both parts of the dii*ections ) When you finish close your booklet.
Do you wish to ask any questions?
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PART I
V/rite in the blank the \vord or words that names the whole group of v/ords.
1. apple orange grape pears are ff.iA. 1.1.
Wa.v/5 In o-y/C, "U.
2. swimming boating skiing skating are_ 3p.Q.dL \ g X e rc / s f. • rcc reaJ'i on
Id plo-ces
. \ y
3. aeroplanes boats trains cars are o? j \ajo-^ +«>
rro^ve..
4. Europe Africa Asia Australia are C-c r>t tv\e aTs
5^ ' “ bluebirds canaries crows are birds
~
^ dogs cats bears rabbits are ar>i r<'w.ilul r
7. pen paper pencil ink are
.
toapnLV-.S
^
fo UJjVlnj
8. yellow blue orange red are Cy'iC n,
9, St. Louis Chicago Miami San Diego are_
10 France England Rusia United States are c :v • nan^ri< \ijxllle:
Each group of words below can be arranged in order of size, amount, rate of speed,
amount of heat, from lightest to darkest, or from first to last. Arrange these
groups of words in order.
1. black purple yellow orange
yeUftwO"
k^Amthm
,
2, beautiful ugly
bcauA>ifu.i
3. elejabart'j.- rabbit
rabbit
attractive homely
racfue.
dog horse
de>^
_b£,rA^..
^lA-rp ie,
...i.
aLTr<nM.ti <ro
lolcLck
toco.'jJk'lV'A.i
X a t y
4« Thursday Friday
5t calm happy
Sa<i-
Ae^tta^TeJ
o
Monday
Til uxr^<loL.v
Saturday
1AA>.
fridix.^
-LajL:^.ijLi
xacX.'^urdLcx.ji
t . -wLi.
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PART II
/
!
> A
The words below really belong in two groups. Divide them
into two groups. Nar.it; each group.
SAI.CPLE: apples bananas cabbage turnips
peas beans onions oranges
grapefruit grapes potatoes p-^a rs
Group I Fruit Group II Vegot' blcs
apples bananas cabb-ge tuivii;: 3
pears oranges peas be" ns
.grapefi’uit grapes oni ons potatoes
Divide these xvords into tvjo groups and nniiie k.’,ch group,
1. Christmas Sunday
Saturday Good Friday
Spect'o-i Da.>|-a
Group I
Fnurrti. of
Pidjiv Ihdnitsgiumj
_
n
uJJL
calf sheep
dog puppy
LilTlc }
Group I fttihtVs
;
eh.'
...hiinnv
3.
chick.
Oklahoma
Detroit
Kansas
Denver
Group I skatCsS
; /
CIK --liC >! iVirtsas’
Oxu.
/
Wrt^iAla
4. Meiv York
Vermont
North Dakota
New I'exi CD
ificrrKr, i)toSp.
rle,»j irr-k. ^^aiy\e.
t iottry \-f
Fourth 01 July Thursday
Thanksgiving Friday
Group II 6^ Thh ir>/€eL
fndav SaturdaMj
bunny hen
chick cow
Group II
Gro lAtn ~ up
. . 1 i p
^ j_ hen
ciog -a '
Chicago Utah
Virginia St. Louis
Group II CLifies
C.n.CdQH Ce ^ro t r
i e ', 'cr « k»o el ^ S
I.Iaine
Alabama Florida
Group II
Texas
Sfd/es
'Jkxas
r 'e ,d L n K
. Ml ee 0 i > a ^
€I
\
. j
PART III
The words below can be divided into two groups- Each group can be arrang^jd in
order of size, amount, rate of spsed, or amounr of heat. Divide the words into
groups .a'Uvi;-ige t.h 3 groups in order.
.n
SAMPLE
quart barrel yard gallon
inch foot pint mile
pint quart gallon barrel
inch foot yard mile
cool cold summer mnter
spring warm hot fall
COldL C«>c>* \<jJLrry\
ujour \ G-ooj
S'Jt. ryy r«nc p-a-tl
- 1 n n ::: r* pTiLii ukiCr
¥<xli naJ » nler apn-i^
\ji»nre.ir S vx^ on*"
bean squirrel walnut dog
i i_
rtOv.
jj t y\Cc,
^Ol~\ i
orange donkey
Cf>ur> noT
S<^u.i rrcA
&lLp TQ«^f
elephant
>^00-1 vv
orau '<ot-
‘?“3
%>
coconut
Ji.onfc.cv
CUOCjOn ojfc
b- s~A. — . -
€.ie.phtt.n t
3» kindergarten small college large
tiny grade
J<i snd.e ftyKrtr n
O'
"Li ia>^
i cL,»-^e._
school
K*i j ">
high
&C*1ool
.-iL_!2SDJ
school - medium
iiciToo I
jyrxdte SCLhoQi
JLjry\
CjOUc^C^
Kv xif-rrrLrTt y\
„ Li
6 mail
nc-dt~ .1. n
I
PART
_
IV,
The words below may bo grouped in two difforant. ways
-
SAMPTE; pine tree fish cot maple tree
rose bear oak tree wiiaio
owl dog seaiveeds
Group I. Plants Group II, AnLmals
pine tree fish
maple tree cat
rose dog
seaweed bear
oak tree whale
These same words map' be' grouped in this way.
GroJ-ip I Things that live in water Group II Things that
seaweeds pine tree
fish maple tree
whales rose
bear
cat
00 g
oak tree
on land
Arrange these words into txvo groups.
skiing hockey boating ice-s’^ating
polo swinuaing basketball tennis
tobaggoning football golf sunbathing
Group I »
..\jrAlg r
j #
ICC ^sko-tina
DDd^Li
GroupII._ ^jovYtmer fv^orfS
Qrtok , ji n n I n <^
-Beib
\Joio
Now arrange that same group of vjords another \vay,
I* A.OAX'^ ^pcrr^. Group II. ..MUnr
f - • . - i • . . : .
Vv— 7,- a.b LCC.j.XiX-» SknoA ^ -b£y\n~t:> ^iCC-Ska.r>nc^
jl n WticxUtj. S -A^t \
xJi.:Jri3
't vWciz
^
jOfe
1
«i
1
A
..:i4
\
.1 '"ai, i ./I'dui' V
P;,RT ]VR f con’d)
2. George Washington Christopher Coxuiihiis Bets^ Pio&S
Alice in Vfonderland Florenco di,T''^tin; a].t linriO chi o
Mother Goose Jack in the Beans I'.olk ^ ,
rv\<x,i€.^
y
^-rorp Kaitov Group II. rtria
^
Wcvooen Wa.4 >>-s
RnA^.jt£UJL.
Lidijlg^ Ir£>6^ , ,
Now arrange this same groi^ of v/ords into tv/o other groups fj u f^ople
fe^p/c True nopl<u F«bS
Group I. fLpjp. fe»pic >Ii t4vaW
y
Group II . CK o.ra£Jars - V^le
G. \rJa3k>;iji'Q^
Gt_£cLiJda)ii^ i)Qoiiiy“«ix«P5<S t^ii!pnQC£.bij5—
JEL Ni^hh noydii^ £»sdk— o. -_Qsi^ai>lai.kk
3. cowboy
siste
nurs; aunt
k,
uncle engineer
pic. Wbo UJo'cic. VOoelveri
Group lOcc Apafion^ R<rptc VjSn ^ei:^
nur se.CxiwJa^
fca . —iXajdriCil
e.ngineer
kindergarten teache2< ,??«•.
,
brother
Group II.,
-.aii.ddl-.
unc le
. .
Sj.5^ r. .
v\e
F'Ci>ru)Jc4>
Nov. arrange this sane group of words into two ouher groups.
Group I. Me.yi \6&\j^ Mr. if Group IT. (ytfi\
(Ip jpo \j k I y^ide. ^
iirntkerL £/ CiJAnH.
iur
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PART V
You have been asked to write a paragraph for the Science Pap.^r . Tjiis
paragraph is about the life of a noth. In your r^^ading you v.ruto the
following notes about the life of a noth. Hov; would you ari-wngc the sentiences
to nake a good paragraph?
X A noth really has a very interesting life.
M The caterpillar f?pins a cocoon.
0 A beautiful noth cones out of the cocoon,
Y First it is an egg.
Z The caterpillar sleeps for a long tine in the cocoon.
U A tiny cat-rpillar cones out of the egg.
Now write the letters to show the way the sontv,nces should bo written
written to nake a good paragraph,
_X d H Q_
You have won a contest. Th>. prize is a trip to ''fcshington. You are
going to tell the class about this trip. How would you arrange the sentences
to tell about the trip?
Y I bought ny tickct_, packed ny bag^ and was all rv^ady when the big day
arrived.
X I was certainly surprised when I heard I had won th^ trip to ‘Washington
U ^Jhen I cane hone, I told everyone they should t'',k^ a trip to Washington
Z I spent the first day seeing the capitol.
C The last day in Washington v;e went to tlie VWhiti. House.
M All the way on the train I kept thinking of the things I xvould s^e.
'.Write the letters to show the v;ay the suntenci..s should go,
_x I £u. _u_
GO ON TO THE NEXT P.IGE
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PART V (cont'd)
You hrve boon to visit a cniy kitob’.-j:; You ./''tch.
being node and nackud into boxes. Belov; ire s.;re s .-u oj _ s v'
you saw, Hc-^ would you arrange then to t^ll how vhw c ,!".dy v/a;
X The candy was cooked for exactly twelve nirarL^s it >.:xa‘
temper ,ture.
Y The cooled candy was dipped in chocolate.
T Pig i.iachir.es packed the c'^.ndy in boxeS,,
Z The ni.lk was added to the sugar mixture.
C All thc i.iateri.ls vfore '.aighed and put in big pans.
I ’/hen the candy finished cooking, it was left to cool.
F The sugar, salt, and cocoa v^rerc iiixed together.
’Jrit the l..tt„rs in the right order to tell how the C'
c _P Z j<
_j Y r
.'•d tne c-ndy
teli what
j nade?
:bly the r:i.ght
ndy ivos uado.

PART VI
cfP--'
You '".r- the editor of tlie school paper. These stori c.s h'''.Vv. been piveri
to you to print in the school p'\p-r. After readin~ the sto. les you ! ,n. v the
p'\r''’yraphs are not in the ripht order. Nui.ib^r the p".i"' yi-aphs that should uo
first 1, the par"^- graphs that should be second 2, the pai-a graph tli t sheula
bo third end the paragraph that should be fourth U •
The Search For Gold
^ California T,vont vdld over this discovery. The story spr^.^ad like v\rild
fire. A nan night be poor today, and rich to..iorrow. Gveryuody st"roed
for the gold fields.
Hr. Sutter sent his hir^d nan to see the jgoveianor about the title to the
land. The hired nan told a feu p>-oplc about the gold. Hr. Sutter told
his friends. Hr. Harshall told a few of his friends too. The secret w:.s
out I
Janes A. Harshall found gold on Hr. Sutter’s land. Hr. :iuttcr then
wanted the governor to give hii'i a title to a large a. lount of lanch Ko did
not want to tell anyone about the gold until after the g ;v^,.;Tr.'r gave hin
the title,
^ It was several months before the e-'.st-.;rn str:tes learned about the gold.
There was a wild rush for California. Everyone was p.fraid the gold night
be gone before he got there.
Adapted fron E, H. Tappan, /tnerican History For Younr; Readers
pp. 118-23
Houghton, Hifflin Co. How York, N.Y., 1924
GO ON TO THE NEXT P.'.GE
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PART Vi (cont-d)
Number the para^^raphs in this story 1_, 2, 3; 4. to show the ri; ht oroer,
Jphnnie
^
V'/h^on Johnnie went to school he h:C^i to stay in the city v/ith his uncle. Tliis
was a new exnerier’ce for u corncry boy. Nevei’ before had he had boys and rii’ls
to play with. Never before had he seen so many stranye tliiny;s,
v3 V/hen he joined the American Amy he hoped to see General h'ashlnaton. Believe
it 6r not Johnnie was vri.th him at Valley Forye. Johnnie then wished for his
country hone,
/ Johnnie was a little boy who lived in this land before it became the United
States of America. V/hen he was' a tiny boy his family moved into v/estera New
York. He learned about the woods animals and the Indians.
Niimber the paragraphs in this story 1, 2, 3, U, to show the ri*ht order.
Campinp
o2> Even the work at camp doesn't seem like real work. The sticks must be driven
for the tent ropes. The wood must be gathered. The firepla.ce must be built. The
first days are busy ones.
5. 3 Y/j thj n a fev; days there is a system for the camp work. Then au have time
to fish, to hike, to sleep in the sun. Just a w^eek of camping makes you wish
you could live out of doors all summer,
I It is lots of fun to go camipinm- There are r/a.ny bhin^s to think about before
going. You must make a careful check to sec if you have everything y^ou need, '!/v4nen
you get to camp it is too late to find out that you have left something at home,
^ ^ It is hard to get used to tim city living again. You remember the cool
raountain air. You remember having time to do the things you want to do. Staying
at home is the hardest job of all.
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PART VII
The Sentences below ere abjut three dilforent oU];j^cts. One sen-
tence is nunb' red 1. Nujuber nil the sentences that arc about the sane subject
ns Sertencu 1, as 1 One sentence is neu.bered 2. Nunber all sentences that are
about the sane subject as sentence 2
,
as 2 . One sentence is nui.iberod 3.
Nunber all the sentences that are about the sane subject as sentence as _3_c
1 There are several ;vays to listen to the radio.
^ Do you hnovr what you want to read jh^n y )u ro the library^
3 '’"here aie i.Lany ways to make people like to talk to youi
vi One of the best v/ays to be a rood t'’lker is to bo a yood listener*
I Sone people know just which proyrai they wish to hc’r.
I Sone listen in for a few seconds here, and a few sec '»rids there to decide.
^
Do you like to look at the pictures befoiv j/’ou decide?
^ One cf the best v/ays is to have sonethinr to s.'iy.
^ Perhaps you are the one './ho reads what soneone else says is i ood,.
I Sone like t"^ listen to certain pro/ r'lns s xietines and t'.ko v.'hatever co/.ios
in betv/een.
O You nust bo intcrest..d in other people's converse ti jn.
/ V/hich kind of listener- are you?
^ Peiha]..s you like to read the thinrs .'-tho-^s say not to read just to find
out vt/hy.
isd C'^od talker trios to talk about things that interest other people,
noxt b_ne you get a book to read stop to think v/hy you are reading it.
GO ON TO THE NEXT RiGE
Jf,
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PaRT VII (cmt'd)
Nuribcr these sent^^nces 1, 2> 3, just '.'s you lid for the
question b^-fore,
1 Everyone in town will cenu to see Bcllevu^. Hiqh ploy this year*
2 Ice-ska tiny is one )f th^ aost thrilling winter sp.rts.
’ 1: uid: o.ir. r.lir.ibing is lots of fun.
3
You g..t the feelin- of falliny when you try out a foothold in th^ rocks.
Al. It is a. •wr-'ndnrfuJ feeling to glide over the ice.
3 You '"re norc deturained to g^t to the: top after you slide baclrrards down
the hill,
/ It is always the biggest of the. year.
Dancing m ice t‘"kos auch practise.
The cheerleaders v^/ill k^ep thu crowds eoccitud.
gi It is auch ,asier if th>^ro is a big r "ck or tr>..e to hold t^.
One aust be careful not to fall on th>„ hard cold ic>.
.
/ The ' li‘u:.is will beat ".nd th^ whistl^.s will s aind './h^^n th.. t>^-.a.io c a^^ out
on the floor.
You can look dovni at the sc^n^ry aft^r you ruacli th^ t..p.
If y'ju h'.;v^ nev^r been icc-skatin^' y u sh .ul l try it soav.t„,,;c.
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P.iRT VIII
^ The pare rnphs bvlc ; r.r^ about tlr/vo subj^^cte. One
pararraph is nw.iburvd 1. Nunb^r all th^ par-', raphs that are ab^ut tli,. sar.e
subject as parapraph 1, 1 . Nuiibcr all th>^ para'T .phs 2 th '.t are ab -ut the
sar.i^ subject as par-^rraph 2 . Nuj.ib>.r th^ par .praphs 3 that are about th^- sane
subject as paragraph 3«
1 Nir^ht drivinp can be just as pleasant and saf^ as day drivinr.
r^e uust bt; a little nore wide auak^ and a little ncre carefulc
2 Thi.rc are nany kinds of locoi.ntiv>^s. Th^^se enpinos are niZ'_s
iron bip (^n^’ines like the one which pulls the SUPER CHIEF to the little
"nes that pull a cmple of cars up the i.i 'unt .in side.
3 Since the war thv. re arc many tr’iinod pilots. Sorr... of these pilots
learned to fly fiphter plo.ncs. 3 )r.ic le-^.rn-d t) fly bonb'...rs. S ne learned
to fly transport planes.
Most engineers feel that the on’ine th^y operate is the bvst
enpine n tho worli. Enpin^.ers are pr^ud of the sp-ed )f th^-ir tr-oin.
They arc proud of the nur.ibcr of cars th'.irs can pull.
No natter hor; export v;c nay be 's drivers, ivc '’.re apt t'’ fall into
habits of drivin.'" that '.re not really safe.
Each pilot buli'.v d in his own plane. He l^arnod hor; f..st it v.nuld
po. He learned what his pl:.ne c )uld d .n He l.aTn. 1 h .. far it w-uld po
on an enpty tank.
Dou-vinr in a fop is just a r.iattcr ..f havin 'th^ li hts just ripht,
expeol^nced drivers of tun use th^ sp )tli''-ht t’ follovj thu ud u of the
road, 'ihen drovinp in f o'*^ vio not mly hav-„ to Suc but \/u h. 'Vc to be
seen.
It doesn' t, nattur to an un'inecr wh. th r h.^ pulls frui<'ht or
passcn':urs. He wants his train to bu .n tinc^ nd t; do its vn-rk Wull.
En,pincers think it is just s ij.iportant to i.licvur to pu-ple the thinps
they need as it is to ti ansport thu pc pol>, thens^^lvus.
Pilots learned t- lovo thu sky. They luarnud th^ thrill of ri linp
in space. Thuso mn had a "runt fuclin,'~ of !v .nture uvery tio.io they
flew '>ut into space.
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the ones )n
th^so p^TOrmphs 1,
the po-e b^f-'TO.
9 3, in th^ s:y.i6 way th- t you did
Did y->'U uVcr stop to think h.y.i s 'ne thlnys wcr^ invunt>.d? The
f -i rs t r.iochine v/'^s pr ^bobly o loy rollin'^ down n hill. d\ Lion f .und ^ut
how us<-ful s^riuthiny round c ou] I bo.
lo can find out a rroat n ny thinys th' t h ppcn^.d bef .-re th'.rc
Wore any non on the earth, Thorc are stories written in the 1 ’.yers of
the earth,.
It is V ^ry int^restin to see how different p-- pl^ h'.vc explained
our earth* S ne believed it to b.. flat and scu'^.rc. ILst pe pie have
tried to understand about the sun, the n - 'n, and the stars, oor.ie
believed it to be the center of the world.
The early Eyypti-'ns really stu^’led the st :ro. They knew r.iorc about
then th'in anj^ of the early people. Y^t they ho;l s no stranye beliefs
about the st'^.rs and th^ir yods.
d nan accidently lifted a rjck with a stick. It vvas s-'- -asy tlr.t
he tried it ayain. dt th t ninute the first lever was invented.
The rocks tell us about the tine when water c ^v red the earth. They
tell us ivhero' the iaciers .ere.. The rocks also tell us when these thinys
happened.
The early Greeks explained the risin • ''nd the Settiny f the sun
by haviny a sun yod. This yod was supp-osod to ride across the sky eVery
day in a carriaye of fire. The Greeks tlnu ht they had an ered ehe sun
yod if the day was cl'-udy.
The coal tells us about the plants that v;cre jn the earth r.dlli ns
of y^-^.rs ayo. can find fish b .nos inprint^d in'th.; coal. This tells
us that these plants vnre once in water.
^
d floatin'* loy in a riv_r was the first boat. Maybe a nan held
to a loy and faund it was easier to sv;in. why should iic swi.i at all? He
could just ride the lor down the river.
Even in Colur.ibus' day n;.st people th uyht the v;orld was flat and
square. Everyone th m-ht that C 'lur.ibus woulvl just fall off the elye of
the world. Those \dio sai l the earth v/as round v/ere beli.-ved to be crazy.
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Pn-IT IX
You oro plonnin to tolk obout h 'TScS. rhos<- ori- tho subiocts
you will t'^-lk about:
1. The >.arliest horsi^s in ikiorica
2. Carriage h:>rses
3. C'"re of hors^^s
Ro^’ ^ • /ork h ' rs 0 s
5. A h-ivs-3, nhould b.. fe’ three tinea a day
6. Saddle horses
7. A horse i.iust have a clean pi ’.c^ t . live
8. Kinds of :.i )dern horses
9. The earliest horses cane fron .\sia
10, h)rses hoofs sh.ould bv. trL.ua-^d once in a uhilo
11, The earliest hOiS<^s di 1 not look like th. h^rs.s t day
12, All the ^arliest h .'rs<^s in .Ir.nrica died
Now nako an outline ts use when y^u '"iv^. the talk. Us o' all the
subjects riven above. You do not need to writ^ the wh.-lo sent'^nce or
ohrase. Just use tlu; numb' r. '."rit^ th^ nur.ib'^r after the R'nan nur.ieral
or letter.
I. 1
A. 9
B. It
C. J3L.
II, S'
III.'V^
A. r-
B. 7
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PART I
V/rite in the blank the word or words that nai.ies tl'ie whole ^ror.p ol words.
1. apple orange grape pears are
2. swimming boating skiing skating are
3. aeroplanes boats trains cars are -- I
4. Europe Africa Asia Australia are
5.. roMnp ' bluebirds canaries crows
6^ dogs cats bears rabbits are
7. pen paper pencil ink are ~~ <
8. yellow blue orange red are ^ 1
9. St, Louis Chicago Miami San Diego are —
\
10 France England Rusia United States are
Each group of words below can be arranged in order of size, amount, rate of speed,
amount of heat, from lightest to darkest, or from first to last. Arrange these
groups of words in order.
1.
black purple yellow orange — I
2.
beautiful ugly attractive homely
^1
3.
elephant ' rabbit dog horse
-I
Thursday Friday Monday Saturday
-I
5 * calm happy sad delighted
11
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PART II
3 aj
The words below redly belong in two groups. Divid>^ them
into two groups. None each group.
SAMPLE: apples
peas
grapefruit
bananas
beans
grapes
caboage
onions
potatoes
turnips
oranges
p<.rrs
Group I Fruit
apples bananas
pears oranues
grapefruit grapes
Group II Y.;get' bl<:s
cabb-ge turnips
peas b^'^n s
onions pot.-^toes
Divide these words into two groups and naiac each group.
1. Chris tnas
Saturday
Group I
Sunday
Good Friday
Ok 3 Ctrr^cTT ^ 1 _
2. calf sheep
dog puppy
Group I
correct^
-
i
3* Oklahoma Kansas
Detroit Denver
Group I
'-7^(^ir 3 Gnrrf’r.f^ -1]
4. New York North Dakota
Vermont New I !exi CO
Group I —
CO rr
;
ar t - \ .
'' ^ y
Fourth of July
Thanksgiving
Group II
Thursday
Friday
.
''
i
bunny
chick
hen
cow
Group II —
- if 3 corr zc'Jt' -1
Chicago
Virginia
Utah
St. Louis
Group II - 3L^
X.r.rc^/:j ~
Maine
Alabana
Group II
Florida
Texas
..^rrczi -I
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PART III
The words below can be divided into two groups. Each group can be ai ranged iii
order of size, amount, rate of speed, or amount of heat. Divide the words into
groups and'-arrange the groups in order.
^ i eci-ckj di»N) i-'i tft >mCorircc't
SAMPLE
"
^
€
o_c.U, O^r-a H.Q® "'C •''T' i v\crfrrccf~O
quart barrel yard gallon if / i ft
inch foot pint mile
pint quart gallon barrel
inch foot yard mile
1. cool cold summer winter
spring warm hot fall
J Ol c. w\ ewl"
**
"i 1 1 5 1 o Kt
-
• cv» vv\
_
- I . j>v\ \ _« o.tT'
2. bean squirrel walnut dog
orange donkey elephant coconut
~
i iA»v>t.s o m.
— I 0-»" uVAt.'Vt
3» kindergarten
tiny
small college large
grade school high school mediiam
— I rv\e.
“ V c)^ I o I atom
— \ <XT r'0-vn^(^ »-r»
^ i* v>,_i it 1
e
-i.
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PART _ IV.
The words below may be grouped in two different ways.
SAMPIE; pine tree fish cat m'’])lc tree
rose bear oak tree ^vhale
owl dog seaweeds
Group I. Plants Group Hr AnLmals
pine tree fish
naple tree,
rose
seaweed
oak tree
cat
dog
bear
whale
f?
These s''jne words nay be grouped in this way.
Group I Things that live in water
seaweeds
fish
whales
Arrange these words into two groups.
Group II Things that land
pine tree
maple tree
rose
bear
cat
dog
oak tree
tofa.1
- 4-
- I
skiing hockey boating ice-skating
polo swimming basketball tennis
tobaggoning football golf sunbathing
Group I._ GroupII.
i 1 ir Cm . 1 r . h I .i 1
1^'" t nj__
uJLk. V
Now arrange that same group of v;ords another way.
Group I. ^ Group II, — X.
C i>ru. d < yi / On:i iluz J. fj20>y}
. /
±r.fii.x\ - In
- L-

P:\RT 17. 'con'd}
2. George Washington Christopher ,'o.!.'ji'''b;.is 8oS5
Alice in Wonderland Florence dig^^tj.ngale
|! Mother Goose Jack in the Beanstalk
i^^roi'p I. ~~ ^ Group II.
OOK: I e I tTecl ~~ ^
^
~ i ? rr» yr\
\_i t__ O L
J~rc^ g rn
Now arrange this same group of words into two other groups
Group I. — Group II. lTl_^rL,
•- ^ jCiaiy ] C 00 i .rr.&a .
r
±
^.
rA^p^ n_L
CjOJ-u,
/
/
^.CCJL^
3. cowboy nurse aunt
sister uncle engineer
Group I - X
kindergarten teachei .,!>
brother
Group If. JL
Cr-niited Ci£
n
i2X— .(^CQ.dLpy.
-4 ^
Now arrange this sane group of words ixito two ouher groups «
Group I. Group IT^
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PART V
You have been asked to write a pararraph for th„ Science Pa,ru' . This
paragraph is about the life of a noth. In your la^ading you v.rote the
following notes about the life of a noth. Hoiv would you :'rr'ngo the sentence:
to nakc a good paragraph?
X A noth really has a very interesting life.
M The caterpillar spins a cocoon.
0 A beautiful noth cones out of the cocoon,
Y First it is an egg,
Z The caterpillar sleeps for a long tine in the cocoon,
U A tiny cat .rpillar cones out of the egg.
Now write the letters to show the way the sentences should be v;ritten
written to i.iakc a good paragraph,
X
You have won a contest. Thv. prize is a trip to "Washington. You are
going to tell the class about this trip. How ivould you arrangi^ the sentences
to tell about the trip?
Y I bought ny ticket^ packed ny bag, and was all r^.ady when the big day
arrived,
X I was certainly surprised vi/hen I heard I had won th^ trip to 'Washington.
U bTaen I cane hone, I told everyone they should t-\k^ a trip to Washington.
Z I spent the first day seeing the capitol.
C The last day in Washington v;e v;ent to the WWtiitv. House,
M All the way on the train I kept thinking of the things I would sue.
TWrite the lutturs to show the way the sentences should go,
X
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAiGE
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PART V (cont'd)
I I
,
'I'
You hrve been to visit a c^ndy kito’i...n You v/atched tnu c''.ndy
being nado and packed into boxes. Belov; are sone s^;ntoi-c-. s v’'v‘.cd' tell •'vhat
you saw, would you arrange then to toll how the c'.ndy was nade?
X The candy was cooked for exactly twelve ninut^s ; t exactly the right
tenper ture., '
Y The cooled candy was dipped in chocolate,
T Big jaachines packed the candy in boxeS
.
Z The nilk was added to the sugar nixturc.
C All the nateri :1s wore weighed and put in big pans,
I 'Jhen the candy finished cooking, it was left to cool,
F The sugar, salt, •.'.nd cocoa were nixii togotheiw
h'rit the l .tt^rs in the right order to tell hew the candy was i.iadc,
C
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PART VI
You the editor of the school paper. These stories h'w\. been riven
to you to print in the sctiool p-'.p'^r, AftL;r reading tlio stories you I'nc.v the
p-r-praphs
-re not in the rirht order. Nunb^r the p-.r-rr-phs th '.t sheuid do
the paragraphs that should be second 2, tiK.-. ^i>araf'naph th t should
be third
_3j_ and the paragraph th-t should be fourth
_4_. - ^ Orri/ssion
The Search For Gold
hernia ue-,t
-rild ov^r this discovery. The story spr..ad liku wild
fire. A nan night be poor today, and rich tonorrow. Gvi^rybody st"rt>.d
for the gold fields.
iir. outtcr sent his hir^^d nan to sec the (ovurnor about the title to the '
land. The hired nan told a fev/ p>--oplc about th^ gold. Hr. Sutt..r told
his friends. Hr. Marshall told a few of his friends too. The secret was
' out I
5
.
Janes A. Marshall found gold on Mr. Sutter's land. Mr. Sutter then
wanted the governor to give hm a title to a large anount of l-.nd. Ko did
not want to tell anyone about the gold until after the gnv.rrr r ^:ave lain
the title.
It was several nonths before the eas
There was a wild rush for California,
be gone before he got there.
tern states learned about the gold.
Everyone was afraid the gold night
Adapted fron S. M. Tappan, An^ican History For Younr Readers
pp. iiS-23
Houghton, H'ifflin Co. Nev; York, N.Y., 1924
GO ON TO THE NEXT R,GE
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PART VI (contM)
Number the paragraphs in this story 1, 2, 3j 4, to show the riphb order.
Jphnnie
t'lfhen Johnnie v^ent to school he ha'fi to stay in the city vdth his uncle* This
a now eocperierCe for a co\’ntry boy. Never before had he had boys and girls
to play with. Never before had he seen so many strange things.-,
^I'lHaen he joined the American Army ho hoped to see General Washington. Believe
it or not Johnnie was with him at Valley Forge. Johranle then wished for his
country home,
J^hn^^ie was a little boy who lived in this land bef,.re it became the United
States of America t V/hen he was a tiny boy his family moved into v/estern New
York. He learned about the woods animals and the Indians.
Number the paragraphs in this story 1, 2, 3> U, to shor; the right order.
Camping
^Even the work at camp doesn't seem like real work. The sticks must be driven
-0 '1
X 3 1
31
1
-
1
i 3 A/
for the tent ropes. The wood must be gathered. The fireplace roust be built. The
first days are busy ones.
i/i thj.n a few days there is a syster.r for the camp work. TIren you .hav.3 time m3
to fish, to hike, to sleep in the sun. Just a week of camping makes you wish
you could live out of doors all summer.
_It is lots of fun to go car.rping. There are many things to tiiink about before
going. You must make a careful check to see if ycu Iiavo everything you need. VCnt n
you get to camp it is too late to find out that you have left something at home,
^It is hard to get used to th^ city living again. You remember the cool
3
3 i \ W
I
3- li
4- I
3 a.
*1untain air. You remember having tame to do the things you v/ant to do. Staying
at home is the hardest job of all.
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PART VII
Tho Sontcncos bv^lov; ab.jut thruu •iij.'.f’orcnt ..ubjocts. One sen-
tence is nuj.ib’ r<_d 1, Rujub^r all thi;. sent'. nC'.;S that are about the sariu subject
as suntonce as 1 ^ One s..nt^nce is nuibcrud 2. Nu'ib^r all s^ntcncos that arc
about tho sane subject as sentence 2, as 2 . One sentonc>o is nui.iberod 3»
Nmbv.r all the sentences that are about the sane subject as se.nt>^nce 3} -‘S ._3_-
2
3
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There arc several mays to listen to the radio.
Do you knoY' what you vr.nt to read ;hen y :u ro the libra ry--^
'T'h^ro ar-e nany xjays to nakc p^^opl^. like to talk to you.
One of th>- best \~12ys to be a rood t'^lk^^r is to be a pood listener,
Sone people know just Y/hich propr'.. . they v/ish to hc'^r.
Done listen in for a fev; seconds here, and a few seconds th^re to decide.
Do you like to look at the pictures befoim you decide?
One of the best v/ays is to havo sxiethinp; to say.
Perhaps you are th.. one p;ho rivals v/hat soneonL. else says is pood.
Sone like to list,.n to certain pro; r.'ins sx.i.dines and t’dee wh .t^^ver coj.ies
in betYveen.
You nust be inter^st^d in other people ' s conversati jn.
y/hich kind of listener are you?
Perhaps you like to read the thinps athers say nat to read just to find
out why.
A rood talker trios to talk about things that interest other pe )plc.
The next tine you ret a book to read stop to think why you are reading it.
GO ON TO THE NEXT R.GE

PaRT VII (cont'd)
2
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Wur.iber these sentences 1, 2, 3, just '.s you did for the
question b>^forc.
Everyone in tovm will cone to see Bellevu<. Hiyh piny this y'-nr.
Ice-skatinr is one of the nost thrilling winter sp.rts.
Id:untalr clir.ibing is lots of fun.
You g..t the feelin,^- of fulling when you try out n foothold in the rocks.
It is a -wonderful, feeling to glid^ over the ice.
You ore norc doturnined to g„t to thu top nfter you slide bnclmnrds 'iovm
the hill.
It is nlwnys the biggest gone of the; yenr.
Dancing on ice t'^kes nuch practise.
The cheerleaders will k^ep the crov^ds eocciti^d.
It is nuch „asier if there is n big rock or tr^e to holi t .
One nust be cnref-al not to fall on th^ hard cold ic.„.
The drui.is will beat ond the whistles will sound wh^n tli. t'oa.is c .ne out
on the floor.
You can look dovm 'ot the sc^n^ry aft.,r you r-,;ach the t.p.
If you h'lVv, nevv.r been ice-skatin' ' y u sii mi l try it so; -I'w t •

vS uhfrciuct Toia.i C^rror r-or^n
P/iRT VIII
The parn graphs b^^lc if ar^.
parapraph is nur.ibi.,r..d It Mur.ibar all
subject as paragraph I^
_!_• Nu:;ber
sar.i'^ subject as parapra^-h 2, Nuj.ibor
subject as paragraph 3.<
ab.ut thrive Jiffai-i-nt subji^ctSt One
th^ par'V raphs that ar>^ abaut Lh- sar.e
all th^ par '-raplis 2 th ',t ar-. a’; ut the
tht. par praphs 3 th .t are abaut tho sarie
1 Niaht driviiap can be just as plcas'.nt and safR as day drivinp,
do uust bu a little raore v/ide av/akc '^and a little r.urw careiult
2
3
-I
I
Thi;re are nany kinds of 1 ac aiaativ^.s < Thi>;SG enpines arc siZ'_s
from bip i^naines like th^ one uliich pulls the 3UPER CHIEF to the little
''nes that pull a couple of cars up the ^.i 'Unt in side.
Since the war th^re arc r.iany trained pilots. 3ori._ of these pilots
learned to fly fiphter p]_-.nes< 3 xie le'^.i-n^d t) fly bo:'.ibv,rs< S ue le''rnod
to fly ti-''.nsport planes;
Host en.""inecrs feel that the en’ine th^y operate, is the b’^st
enpine n the worli. Enpin<..ers are pr^ud of the sp^ed ..f th^ir tr-aln.
Th^y are proud of the nunber of cars th.irs can pulli
No natter how eo<pert v;c nay be 's driv<_rs^ we ''r'^ apt t' f.'^ll into
habits of irivinp that 'tl. not really safe.
Each pil' t beli^v d in his 'mn plane. l^arn^d hov; fast it 'eould
po. He li^arned what his pl-’ne c )uld du Ho Iv.'^a-n-l h far it w.uld po
on an enpty tank.
-I
Drivinp in a foe is just a r.iatter af havin-' thv, li lits just ripht.
eoepeo ii_ncea driv..rs often use th- sp)tli"-ht t^ f ollov; th^ a. of the
road. Mien irivirp in f o;-^_, v/e not 'nly hav- to s^e but n-^vc t : bo
seen.
It doesn't natti_r to an >-npineor whMh r h^ pulls froi.''ht :r
passengers. He wants his train to b^ 'ii tine, nd t: do its vnrk vnll.
Enpinoers think it is juse s inp ortant t' IMiev-r to p^-'pole the thinps
they need as it is to transp ort th^ pe ^pl^ thens^lvi-s.
Pilots loomed t'' 1 ovo thu sky. j Th^y l>-arn.-d th^ thrill of ri linp
in space. Thuse n^n had '• ^'reat feolin;- of " Iv-nturo oV<-ry tEio they
flow out int-o space.
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P.>RT VIII (ont'cl)
) j
the
Nur.ibcr th^so p'Tr.fr.-iphs 1, 2, in th^ sn'Mc \/ay th 't you did
ones )n the pa^e bof ire.
Did y;u stop to think ho'v; s 'oe th.nps
fi rst nachine v/as pr b'',bly a lo;;; rollin'- doivn a hill,
how us'-ful s anothinp round c )uld be.
invcnt>-d? The
1\ nan f .und mt
"Vo can find out rroat r.i ny thinps th’t h ppenv.;d before th-....rc
-'.vero any r.Kn on the earth. There are st:>ries written in the 1 '.yers of
the earth.
3 It is v.ry interns tin to see how different pe pie h ve expl'^.incd
our earth. S r.ie believed it to b^ flat and scu^'.re. Host pe..ple have
tried t j understand about the sun, the n -n,. and the stars. Some
believed it to' be the center S the world,.
I The early E^ypti-^ns really studied the stirs. They know r.iorc about
then th“.n an^^ of the oarl^r peiple. Y-.t they h vd s 'no stra.npe beliefs
ab'^ut the •st'^rs and th.^ir puls.
A nan accidently lifted a nek with a stick. It v;as s-"’ v.asy tlr^t
he tried it 'irain. At th t ninute the first lever was invented.
ai
-I
-I
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The r jcks tell us ab lut the tLaie when v;ater c ,/V r-.l the earth. They
tell us where the laciers .ere.^ The neks als i tell us ehen these thinrs
happened.
The early Greeks explained the risin '’n I the Settin; - f the sun
by havinp a sun '•od. This rod v;as supposed to ri.le across the sky eVery
day in a enrriape of fire. The Greeks th )U ht they had an' ered she sun
pod if the day was cl udy.
The coal tells us about the plants that v/er., -'n the earth :.alli.ns
of ye''.rs apo. /e can find fish b,nes inprinted in the coal. This tells
us th'it these pl'nts vnre once in water.
A floatin- lop in a riv-r was the first boat. Maybe a nan held
to a lop and found it was easier to swira. hhy should lie swdi.i at all? He
could just ride the lop down the river.
Even in Colur.ibus' day n 'st people th .u"ht the wirld v;as flat and
square. Everyone th )uaht thd C dur.ibus would just fall off the edpc )f
the worl'-l. Those \di - sai 1 the earth vjas round were believed to be crazy.
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P..RT IX
You ore plonnin,'' to talk .ob^ut h .ron-o, Thosi- th
< V* you xvill talk about:
1. The t.arliest hors^-s ir ilriorica
_
i2. Carri'"'-o h ^rsec
I. C're of horsk^s
__
'7ork horses
5- A horse should b^ fc ’ three times a day
6. oad llc horses
7. A horse i.iust have a clc'^n pi '.Cv. t live '
8. Kinds of ,i )dcrn horses
9. The earliest horses ca; ic from Asia
10. A horses hoofs sliould tri.ev^d once in a uhilo
11. The earliest hoi-s^-s di 1 not look like th- hors.s t
12. All the -arlivjst h 'rs^s in /\r.Krica ^lied
Wov7 nako an outline tj use when you ''iv-- th^. t Ik.
subjects riven above. You do not need to v;rit._. the wh jIc
ohrase. Just use th^ nunbv.r. "rit- tho nuub..r after the
or letter.
e subjects
• >-y
Use all the
scnt'-ncc or
Raman nuui-ral
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